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Employ The

District Court
Collections At
Over $289,000

Handicapped
Weel5 Is Set
National _Employ the Handicapped,
. York- hag been proclaimed by Mayor'
Meivw-13.11e1114tor Oct 1-7 in the -eity- _
of- Murray--_-The-Partione of -observing

— EiTillWELLATCHI.EY
Staff Reporter
,
The -Calloway County-Marshall
County district court system collected,
over $289,000 iiithe first eight Months of
operation this year, an official with
Kentucky Administrative Office of the
Courts has revealed.
, 'Statewide; receipts total $21,822,252
through August, the official, Nancy S.
Lancaster, administrative assistant to
Administrative Office of the--Cliartg—
(ACIC)_ Director Bill Davis, said in a
recent'interview.
- All receipts generated at botbeircuit
and district court levels in Marshall
and Caloway counties, both which
.. make up die "judicial District, totaled-$289,657.09. The two-county judicial
sy*tem-collected $75,942 the first three
months of this year, $39,852 in April,
$41,873 in May, $44,848 in June, $41,145

In July. and $45,994 in August.
- Officials at the district court level
handled 2,631 cases the first six months
of this year, about half, 1,331 coming in
Calloway County.
Of the 2,681 cases "opened" (some
which include cases held over-from the
former court system) in the district the
first six months of this year, court official have "closed" 1,781, according to
AOC figures.
-This year marks the first full year for
Kentucky's new four tier system
consisting of a Supreme Court, Court of
Appeals, circuit courts and • diStrict
courts. The newftsystem replaced a
fragmented system of magisterial,
police and county courts with often
overlapping .jurisdictions.
On hand in Murray last week to visit
both the workings of Calloway and
Marshall district courts, Ms. Lancaster
called both "well-run courts."

those handicapped pets who are
already in the labor foe and to urge
employers to hire persons who despite
disabilities have the capacity and
in.•
desire to perform well at work.
This week- is sponsored nationally by
President's Committee on
Employment of the Handicapped.
This campaign encourages companies to use the same judgment in
considering the mentally handicapped
the mentally retarded, the
emotionally ill, the • alcoholic - or
physically handicapped - the am-.
EMPLOY THE HANDICAPPED WEEK - Leah Hartand Connie _Talent, rehabilitation counselors with the State
/ putee, the wheelchair-bound, the blind,'
Bureau of Rehabilitation Services:Jule/Joe Jackson, seWer-ri-played musical instrument repairman, look on as Mayor
the hearing-impaired
as they use ip
Melvin Henley signs the proclamation designal-rig-Oct. 1-7 as Natiorial Employ the Handicapped Week in Murray.
considering other jet? applicants. The
This week publically recognizes those handicapped persons who are already in the labor force and urges em'point is to conettifiate on abilities
pliEry-ers to hire handicapped persons.
rather than disabilities. .
Staff Photo By Dek.toie N.lee
Statistics show that approximately
one out of every 11- edale Americans
inspathea 9-percenti is disast
bisle-Lkeere-dr• —
extent that it limils their. ability to-elerks (Calloway County
work. The clisablectiale more frequentir.'.
Circuit Clerk Frances Shea and
heads of households than are members
shall County Circuit Clerk W.J. "Toad"
of the general population.
, Brien) run very efficient offices without
The
higrhaeter a
sentee
ciiiestion.....ludge Easley- (District--personsabisno
a
nd oftedincalopredr
--Judge Sid Easley) is arnazing...he's
than other employees, and they can be
barely had a minute to himself."
us3
s pr uc e
Under Kentucky's new system, initial
Five of 14 high school marching
Edeeators Ais
- °elation and hosted by
ratings were:
assignment as others. Hiring han- —bands from
County, good.
proceeding* in alLfeluey cases begin in
west Kentucky were judged
the
.Department of'Music at Murr.ay. _
Large bands - Caldwell- iCourity,
dicapped persons does not boost in - superior
Plaques were awarded to bands rated, . district court. District -tourralso has
in the annual Murray regional
State were:
_
Marshall County and Reidl-and, all
surance rates', and thetr job turnover
superior
and excellent while betels
responsibility for misdemeanors,
marching band festival at Murray-State
Large bands - Murray and Daviesa
excellent; and Madisonville Northand accident rafe*--arre oftentimes lower -. University Saturday
which
earned
traffic
offenses, civil cases, small
superior
were
,
'
also
eveging_
County;
Ilopkins-,-good.
than those of the populus.
presented trophies.
claims, uncontested probate &ad Rated superior by a panel of three
Small bands - Lone Oak, Lyon,
--Small bands - Ballard Memorial,
Those interested in hiring the hanBands are classified by size with
juvenile matters.
judges in the show at Stewart Stadium,
County and Trigg County.
Crittenden County, Heath and Webster
- dicapped or- needing further,- in- _. litionsurio by _ths_guiiitucky music
those of more than 72 members as large
Accordiog to figures Ms. Lancaster
Other bands participating and their
County, all excellent,- and Union
Tormation concerning the employment
bartds and those of 72 members or less
supplied to The Murray Ledger &
Rs small bands.
of handicapped-P-C6W-iihOilf -contact
eze. 263 cases -were-.-,penqing Lb'
Connie Talent or Leah Hart at the
Each band presented a show of ftve to
Calloway County when the new-System
Kentucky • Bureau of Rehabilitation
e t minutes of marching techniques
began in January. Some 123 cases
,
Services, Suite 207, Special Education
and ,
r usic. Threeband dlroctars served
"opened" during January, while 145
Building, Murray State University,
as ,'idges. Art Thiel,_ _Memphis State
were opened in February. The
telephone 762-3371, or the Bureau for
Um ersity, Charles-WoiOnvard, Henfollowing month, -241 cases "opened"
Manpower Services,203 South SixtleSt.,
derson County High School and Tom
while in April 237 cases "opened." May
,.
,
telePhone 753-0977.
Dirks,
Center
recorded
242 cases started while June
Greve
High
School,
.
By W.DALE NELSON
The-House voted on Aug..15 to push
The ERA, which would prohibit
Greenwood, Ind.
_jogged 80.
Associated Press Writer
the deadline for ratification of the ERA
discrimination on the basis of sex,
An added feature of the evening was
- Figures for cases "closed" included:
WASHINGTON ( AP) - More time
back to June 30, 1982, from the present
needslo be ratified by 38 legislatures to
an appearance by the Racer band Of
January,98, February, 169, March, 239,
Jor_ Abe proposed Equal Rights
cutoff a March 22. 1979. On,Thursday, become_eartef_the_Constitution. It has---Wray-State- under
die--diree
tioa-eflmi
l 170, May-, 196, and June,At.
Amendment and a tax cut for some
Senate opponents said they were
been approved by 35, but the • David Wells at the conclusion of the
Ms. Lancaster said the "biggien
Americans highlight the Senate agenda
abandoning their Planned filibuster.
legislatures of Idaho, Kentucky,
festival.
single problem" currently plaguing the
for what may be the next to last week of
While a final vote is set Friday, what
Nebraska and Tennessee 'haveRichard W.Farrell, retired chairman
fledgling court,syStem is space. "The
the 95th Congress.'
could be the crucial vote will come
rescinded their approval.
oI the Department of •Music at MSU,
problem is not through lack of
Both issues have already been dealt
Weclnesdelotkirt amendment to permit
Deterte on the tax bill will Probably
served as festival manager.
cooperation from local officials but ,
with in the House, although the tax cut
state legislatures that have already
begin Thursday, Byrd said, with a vote
simply due to the lack of space in
•
is expected to be back there again after
ratified the ERA to reverse themselves
possible the following Monday. The bill
William Kalberer of Murray Meose
courthouses.," Ms. Lancaster pointed
a Rouse-Senate conference corninittee
during the extra time period.
would cut the government's tax take by
Lodge 2001 was elected State president
oat She- indicated that some counties
has arrived at a compromise meaiure.
Backers of the ERA say this amend$23 billion and would reduce taxes for
of the Kentucky Moose Association at
such as nearby . Marshall are
Meanwhile both houses are bracing
ment would wipe out-The advantage of
single people earning about $15,000 arid
the convention held at the Executive
renovating and expanding to acfor an expected veto'of the $10.2-billion
the extension.
One Seetioa-U Pages
for families of four or more earning
Inn in Owensboro Sept. 28-Oct. 1.
comodate.district -court offices. When
ppblic works bill they passed despite
Sen. Jake Garn, R-Utah, leader.. of the
under $20,000.
Kalberer joined the Meose.in Murray
Classifieds.
circuA court is in sessian in Calloway
10,11
President Carter's strong objections.
fight against __the. extension; said.
The Carter administration, conIn September 1968 and the Legion of the
County, Judge Easley often conducts
Comics
12
On another issue, Senate Majority
Saturday that 53 senators, three more
tending the bill is too costly, says it
Moose In 1969. In 1975, he received his
Crossword
-Cori in his offices, officials point out.
10
Leader Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va., said
than needed, had told him they would
favors the wealthy by making deep cuts
fellowship degree at the New York
Under a new law that went into effect
Dear Abby .„.., • •r3
over
the weekend that the prospects for
vote for the amendment. Sen. Birch
in taxes on capital gains, the profits
- National Moose Convention.
July • 1, AOC now reimburses local Deaths& Fueerals
12
Senate passage of the HumphreyBayh; D-Ind., the pro-extension leader,
from the sale of assets owned a year or
On the statewide level, he served as
governments for use of courthouses at A
Farm Pages
6,7
Hawkins jobs bill are "fairly good."
said earlier the vote was "too close to
longer.
credentials chairman in 1975: Also that
Horoscope .
rate of four percent annually based on
2Leaders of both houses say they are
call." Byrd predicted Saturday it would
The House-passed bill would. cut
year he served as District 1 sergeantoriginal capital costs and the costs of
Inside Report'
4
aiming at adjourning Oct. 14.
be "very close."
axes 81613 billion.
at-arms. lie was District 1 president in
renovations over the years, and an Let's Stay Well . 3
1975-76 and was executive vice
Local Scene
operating costs allowance based -MI
....., „
president of the Kentucky Moose
Opinion Page.
square feet used.
4
Association "In- 1977-78. He was coSperts
• Accountability
, - *9
chairman in the institution of the Paris,
Ms. Lancaster said a major thrust in
Tenn., lose Lodge.
the Judicial Article, which create,(1,114
")(alberer and his wife, Jean, have
"district court units'where there here
served as entertaitiment chairmen for
VATICAN CITY (AP)- Throngs of
once over 1,000 county, magisterial and
The start of a new work weak reduced
Veoice. After viewing the body Gartwo years for the local lodge. In 1969, he
mourners huddling out of the rain filed
-;-apolice courts, "accourttability."
the size otthe crowdstoday. On Sunday
della
said, "It was the greatest exstarted the luau, which has developed
- into St. Peter's Basilica today for a last
--;Every dollar that goes through the
an estimated 300,000 people braved
perience_of my life, even 1110,1110 be Was
into the largest entertainment program . glbnpse of the body of Pope John Paul
system ends up in the state treasury,".
pelting rainto view the body after it
dead."
to be held at the Mal Moose Lodge each ' I."People loved him," explained one of ,
pointed out. She indicated also thaf
she
was brought yam the papal palace to a
Sunny and mild this after000n.
Wednesday now will be the day- of
year. He served as deputy .herder, - those on line," Giovanni Oliviere.
transcripts are made of all cases.
taped
catafalque in front of the main altar of
Highs
the
raid
in
to
low
70s.
Pepe John Paul's funeral. legion -chairman, one year as .in"He was &real pastor of the people.
appeal
"An
from district court to cirChristendom's largest church.
Partly cloudy with chance of
Journalists who reported the deaths.
'terguard and three years as trustee of • Re's left 'a perional example of what
cuit court is recorded. Circuit Court now
Among those viewing the body today
showers
tonight.
Lows'in
low
the
of the three previous popes said the
the-local lodge.
thipeople want, which will be difficult
serves ilk the court of appeal for district'
wasErnest Gardena, 48, of Benison,
and mid 50s. Mostly cloudy with
crowd was the, largest they could
Also at this epnvention, John R.
for his successor tb follow," said the 35court," -Ms. Lancaster said.
N.J., who said he, his wife and mother
chance
good
showers
Tuesday.
of
remember, though no offieial figures
Morrison .of the Murray Moose Lodge
year-old Oliviere, standing beneath the
The AO(' official also pointed out the
had hoped to see the pope in an
Highs in the low arid mid 70s.
were available.
was elected president of the Kep,tucky . Bernini colonnade in St. Peter's.
new system has shortened appeal time
, audience this Wednesdathen learned
Moose Association, District 1.
See POPE,
Square.
through the Court of Appeals to the - -of his death-as- they were .touring
Page 12, Column 5
Supreme Court. In 19774 for exam*.
2,497 cases were docketed for the Court
of Appeals and 1,020 were disposed.

Ftve eif
tucky.Batids JuctO Superior
FestivalAt Murray State Saturday Night

..,_

ERA Exte
nsion, arciX Cut,Highlight
.
,Senate Agenda As- _Adjo
. urnment.Near

Kalberer Elected
Moose Presidefl
,,Ofstate Group

today's index .

Thionp Viewi1. 304y.Of Pope

sunny.

- and
mild

Administrati9n Under.Siege

Gov-. Carkill Tries To Rub Life Into Tarnished Image

_

Murray High
Gifted, Tafointed
Grcsup Identified .

An AP Aealysts
some people who have talked with him
He also has shelved, at least recently, rrters, or those regarded as unMcBrayer, the governor's favorite at.
Ity-STR XINSEY
lately.
what was to be a quarterly news con- friendly, does not seem to have turned
successor next year.
Associated Press Writer
They do not include newsmen. The
ference broadcast over the Kentucky anything around on Image,for when the
He also has insisted that Hunt was
An initial group of loltp•raTy High
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-At a time governor and his press secretary seeni
Educational Television network.
governor does speak out, some of his
never part of state government.'School students in the Murray
wh
most outgoing Kentucky to be avoiding or holdin/ at bay the onei
And he has privately, though in- remarks are puzzling.
' tecKnically correct, but realistiOanY P
Independent Schools' gifted talented
ov
rs are seeking-a-grand exit
who''-itight ask sensitive questions
directly, * threatened to sue any
The planes issue, for example, a
joke.
program has-beeri identified as gifted achieve nt, Julian Carroll is trying to about 'former state Democratic
publicatioo which mentions yet another heaven-sent bonanza for political foes,
These days, the governor merely is
and-or talented. Parents of these
rub some
Into his administration's chairmen Reward "Sonny" Hunt, still a
matter involving money which could
might be best left to fade away, if
amplifying On complaints_ he has aired
students have been lathed!
tarnished im e.
-close friend of Carroll; the Continued
become a further embarrassment.
possible.
befere, and in this sense is -quite con•
0 An individualized enrichment
He is, in a senl an executive under controversy over Tow Carroll decides
Gary Auxier,, the deputy press
Instead, Carroll provided a state
sistent. _
,program will be provided for these
irritat
siege
and angry over state eirplapes will be usecl,• or the
secrelary,..=_Zia predecessor was put Plane lar some movie personalities
He..contends that news reporters
--shidenti with.a variety of ,actlyidite
ariticiarnbass
tireless FliaitiveatkaUsw4itte-perserinF----aut to pasture handling
•
the new horse recently and venturedhis opinion that
suffer l.rotri- -w Watergate syndronitt
Used, treFording to Iffarlia-ret-IBrown, a
enemies and
ting news service_eicitracts and.aven fund-raisingpark activities -- insists
that he, the attorney general, Who said such use
under which they feel compelled to try
the gifted talented coordinator.
headlin.trs
for.2arrolla.1975
-4*--bieteking--news interviewr -for -private -citizerei-ts Inept-dirt flat to.expose-alleged irrungdoings-of any
-Tfie
PiroCeis
In his 40s, but preingl
bk ore
In„kii. that been many matitha__-atith the governor.- on
have the last word-on the question_adagnistration_-_-- •
the
theory
that
—.
il -5- perroent-of-VIC school
_haired. Carrollappearastrain4
ito
ce_ the. governor conducted an openanything Carroll answers about the
• The-govel Igor also has-said that Hunt,
He contend* that tmtfustwort,hy
pOplitatiof)-is reached.
- nervous and sometimea eventesrf
f end news conference during which
sensitive matters will balloon Into
who is under FBI checks and-resigned
political enemies feed on thls sickneal The pares of an initial groull of
adverse Political developments.
reporters are allowed to ask about any
add#iopal bad .publicity.
because of a newspaper investigation of
arid the result Is thatipolltical and news
gifted-talented students in the Murray,
Such is the composfte Octure from '-.StIbleet.
BaNtbe stotaivalling of inquisitive
his tbances,quit merely to help Terry
hacks work in tandem.
Middle School...will be notified next
7
week, Mrs. Brown said.
•

r--•-•••
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Tet. COMMUNITY
saa01_,.*
CAT NDAR,
Maaday,Geksier 2 Chapter M of P. E. O. will
meet at -the borne ot-Nes.
air_ --Alfred Lindsey af 7:30P.M.
'
Singles Unlimited will meet
in the parlor of the. First
United MethatiLst Church at
„ 7:30 p.m.

,

_twine Of Music.Department

Delta
Murray State Student
Department of
Murray -Woman's Club will Activities Office will present
meat al 7:30 p.m. at the club ritirrY Carey, Jr:, Who will
Ms*with the program by Dr. lecture-on Wild West monea_._
Joseph L. Rose: ,
at eightp.m. at Student Center
Auditorium. Admission is
•
Workshop for Holly Berry free.
-Bazaar- will be held in Fellowship Hall of First •,
Wednesday.Ortober 4
Presbyterian Chuia at seven
. Calloway
County
aememakers Association
•
..
.
Calloway
. Cognly Council meeting will-be-held in
roefityHomemakers Basket Weaving-- ttie • CalloWay
Session will be held at 9:30 Extension Office Conference
,
room at 9:30 a.m.
a.m.at the City-County Park.

Mts.
Lowry, chair. ChitiCture, art, literature and recovery from blindness and
man, presided at the first music on the Continent as well paralysis enabling hfiraiTtliolit
meeting of the Season of the as in England. This was an era to complete his ambition, The
• Music ._Department of the of strong -contrasts when the Art of the Fugue, prior to his
Murray Woman's Club held at Prior were so very poor and the dealt_AL_ July 20, 1750. One
the Club House. Mrs. Joe rich so very, very rich, hundredarears after his death,
Dick, secretary; and Mrs. especially on the Continent. a Bach Society was organized
Parents Anonyreous will
.England„,„.acikilt....J3111P.4....Yihich.has_been rather sucRichard Jonec.....treasures,•
meet at 7: 15 0.m. at'
gave reports as did -the political unrest rxtsulted in ten cessful in ferreting out and
Inunanuel Lutheran. Church,
various conunittae chairmen. different rulers in the one-piblishing his compositions.
15th and Maio Streets.
hundred year period economic
Mrs. John C. Winter spoke
The -Depirtinent
Murray. For information call
sponsor conceits for children and social stratification was on music of the period - in
759-1792 or 753-9261.
- the first to be the Murray less pronounced. The Baroque eluding Bach,the master. She
ern- pointed oat the rich emby
State •Orebestaa on Oct. 5. . (characterized
Murray -State, Student
--Also,
In cooperation with the .. b_ellishments considered bellishments-are no longer
Nature's Palette Garden _
Kappa Department._ of
Government Association will
Murray
'
Civic "
Music gauche_,by the well-to-do), considered more bizarre than
present Dick
Gregory, Murray Woman's Club will Club will meet at the Ellis
MR. AND MRS. COLLIE BAR
T, formerly of Murray,
emerged from the benefit of beautiful nor vulgar
Associatioa_
Department
the
C,enter,
At 1:30
comedian_ .and artisaai, in a meet at 7:30 nail at the dub_ Commwaity
residing iff-Mishlwatta,
celebrated-their-Seth
will sponsor a performance of the peasants,i.e., to hold them -crude, but - are- -highly and•
_lecture, at the Student Center house for a Haunted House- P-m- with the les"n to bO
-". - Iiitencling Anniversary it aii,6pen h6111*-ftbni one to five
whatever.
She
the Se-Col:id Scene of the to the Church orplayed
Flower
Auditoriuni at _tht p,m. workshop and cardwirty,
ditaiiirnr-il
4-*4*-44,.
fun•0
ltheirink.Ted
0
ilarnett
The
in
outcome
placed
man.,fat
recordings
illustrating
the '
"Nutcracker"
.ctithiren
for
Arrangenief
all
t'
iele
Nova
—
Admission's free.
- •is retired from the
.•
loinsvale.
Mr. Barnett
Tappan Cornenrolled' in Kindergarten the focus of attention, three phase's- of Baroque
Douglass as hostess.
pany in Murray. Mrs4larnett, (the former lovalo Jones) through the
Groups of First Baptist
unprecedented. musio: 1-4akrv 'harpsichordMurray Lodge No. 105 F. &
fourth grade in the historically
Was employed at tb# Bell Telephone Company in Murfa_y.
Mrs. Howard Titsworth where the 'orgnaments of the
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Church Women will meet as .Murray-Callowa7
City and County Schools. This
County
follows: Dorothy with Mfts. H.
They alsoliave one daughter, Mrs. Richard (Anp) Vincek
the lodge hall.
performance by the Cincinnati spoke on architecture and Baroque began; France, by a
Ministerial Association will
DEAR A
L. Oakley at 10:30 a.m., and
of
South Bend/frui, and have five grandchildren, jayson
Ballet Company ...will fie on showed slides of buildings grande court musician at
have a breakfast at Poplar
out a COMM,
Bea
Walkee
Mrsa,
with
G.,
T.
and jeffree Barnett, Michael, Patricia, and Paul Vinrek.
Coldwater United Methodist
Nov. 3. The school systems ----illustrative of the period: Versailles; and Bach, a
Spring Baptist Church at eight
maculale..C4
•
Others attending were friends and relatives from EvanChurch Women are scheduled Lilly at 7:30 p.m.
"Mary- i
will provide transportation for --Belvedere Palace in Vienna, cantata in three recordings a.m. A bus will leave the First
to meet at seven p.m.
the Basilica containing the piano, organ chorale 'r-erfth.
Bible tells u
their pupils:
Baptist Church parking Jot at ---wine, Incl., Madison Heights, Mich., Lexington, Murriy, and
Miirray Assembly N. 19
)
soul becaus
Mrs. Donald Keller and tomb of Napoleon and Ver- embellishments, and voices
7:30 a.m. „
Abby. yo
Groups of First Baptist Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Mrs.• Bethel Richardson from seines, Palace Court of Louis with orchestral instruments.
not the Bib
Church Women will meet as will meet at seven p.m. at the
Hostesses were Mesdames
the Advisory Board were XIV in France, and St. Peter's
Bow Hiait Rendezvous will
1854, His H
Lodge Hall.
Lowry, Uddberg, Dick, Jones,
fellows: Annie Armstrong
guests of the Department and __Basilica in Rome.
be at Rushing Creek Camthe
Immacu
Mrs. Eurie Garland spoke Winter, Garnett Jones, James
with Mrs.. Dan Shipley at ten
explained changes in club
pground in the Land Between
instance of,
Dexter Senior Citizens will
Art
Era
on
of
showed
the
and
Allbritten
Rudy
Lottie Moon- with Mrs.
and
R.
Don
house
operation.
the Lakes through 0ct. 9.
granted by
Henry Warren at seven p.m.; meet at Dexter Center at ten,
Mrs. Jack 'Uddberg, vice- slides of the Dutch Masters. Robinson.
was preset,
a.m.
Mrs. H. W. Wilson spoke on
and Kathleen Jones with Mrs.
president and chairman of the
Ladies Golf banquet ot.
8
6.47
1
44
Clara Louise Jones at 7:15
program committee said this literature. Authors of the
Frances Drake
Ellis CenteP -will be open. Murray Country Club .With, ,
include
period
Dunn,
John
Ben
p.m.
season's
programs will be on
and
collimate
from ten a.m. to three p.m for officers
the "Six Ages of Great Music" Johnson, Isaac Watts and
'- ----chairmen is hostesAs will
SCHEMER Boy .
OCTOBER
TUESDAY,
1978
3,
FOR
activities
by Murray
DEAR R
Murray Unit of National
as delineated in the Time-Life John Milton. Milton sacrifieed
.
_ iiiu o_ pen with social hour at six
Mr. and Mrs.Marc Schecter
Citizens.
For
informauon
call
about_ 1,00(
international
Hai,di,aoeis wilririeet at the
acclaim
by
Series.
The
first
program
p.m.
and
dinner
ataiev en p.m.
What kind of iday -will vocabulary, could be used
of Murray Route Five are the
753-09'29.
misconcepti
ktIL,._willa,
t the Bar aquee,-...Ara:111k
—tatriaerearathitt=strivregiratow-titrseitrTrilLW41f
-----parents
of *beef-toy,
.
4
Regained
in
English
Billie Cohoon from The Cherry
instead
of
Period
_1650
to
1750.
...:
Baptist
Women
Baptist the stars say, read the strength, improve tactics.
Arvin, weigmng seven pounQs
Murray TOPS Club -vrui
'
Branch to show fall makeup.
Mrs,Donald Bennett gave,a Latin, the scholarly language
, Young Won,and
Acteens of forecast given for your-birth , AQUARIUS
DEAR Al
13
/
1
2 ounces, measuring 19/
1
2
_______
meet
it
severi.p.
M.
at
.......
Health
paper on the political, of the time. His devotion to his
_
Cherry
Cartier
Baptist
Church
'
Sign.
college
grac
(
Jan-21
to
Feb.
19)
-I'
inches,
born
Sunday,
on
Sepe.--.
--Recovery, Inc., will meet at Center. - . - are scheduled to meet. at 7:30..
• is the probli
Health, recreational and e,e.cinomic and social con- sovereign nation superseded 10,.at 2:14 a.m. at the Murray',
..
30 p.m. at the Health Center,
believe he .
p.m. '
._. - . -ARM
eifsA intellectual pursuits are ditions-setting the stage fpr his ambition for personal Calloway County Hospital.
North 7th and Olive Streets. .
---- (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 1
because he':
understanding the- Baroque Secbknition. She read several
.
favored,
as
are
artistice
inThe father is employed at
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but
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InitteiTiawdusi pie, and milk.
,Thursday-macaroni-beef . workshop and card party is
and tomato casserole, squash, schedUled'by the Kappa
eatage cheese and peach, hot Depaiimeiit of t ,-.Murray
rolls, butters applesauCe, e Wornin's .
_Tuesday,
coolies, anci milli. 'Coct.,l, it7:
JR -at the club
Friday--sliced turkey, house_ ,mashed potato), broccoli, . Hasellana ,will .be "Tondo
tossed salad, bisCuite. butter, West, caret'Holcomb, Flora
banana Pudding. Ond milk. • .Saute!, and Lanette Hunt_
1 .• N
•
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Let's Stay Well
Dr. P.J . EILASINGAM
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Q.' Mrs. N. R.,"who Is, exposed to PCBs, her phyReegaantlar the first time,
hivecan.
boratory
is-considering breast-feed. studies done by the local ing' steer baby. Her physi- state health department
cian has encouraged her to . The cost should be nornido so for a number of nal, but the studies-require
reasons, but she lives in a several weeks to complete.
part of the country where Such tests ate often unnecPCBs (polychlorinated essary.
hiphenyls) have been
When PCBs are con,
found in cow's milk, wild surned, they ,are stored tri
game, fish, and beef. She _ the body fat and excreted
is fearful that her breast quite slowly. Excretion
milk might also be con- may 'occur through the fat
taminated and harm, her inbreast milk.
—
baby, and she wants an- - PCBs have been noted in
other opinion,
the fat in breast milk in
-agree- with- _your, ,women in Europe,Canada,
phyaician, and --I encourage Japan and the United
you to follow his advice...- - States. HarniftiL-Jauela
_ The _American Academy. have only been Observed in.
-of Pediatrics has a Corn- Kyushu, Japan, where
mittee on Environmental pregnant women ingested
ALMO HIGH SCHOOL Class of 1955 held its first reuniorfiecently at the Country Cressroadilestau4.uli in Hardin _
Hazards, and the question cooking oil that was heavgraduates of that class attending along with the teachers except for Mrs. Myrtle Jones. Willie
26
the
21
of
with
DEAR ABBY:In a recent column, you wrote:-May I point
of breast milk contamina- ily contaminated with
Jackson was master of ceremonies with G. T. Lilly giving the invocation. Short talks were made by each class memout.4 common misconception(no pun intended- that the Imtion with PCBs has been PCBs.
ber ancrteacher. Awards-were made as follows: Traveled farthest, Ruth Milo, Grasse Ile. Mjch.; oldest child, Marvin
maculateConception is the same as the Virgin Birth. Nisei!
--studied by this committee. • Chairman of the Ameri"Mary-not Jesus- was the Immaculate Conception! The
Scott; most Cklildren, Jerry -Edwards; youngest child, Darrell Mitchelkchanged most,Ronald Pace; changed least,-fanIt has concluded, "There can Academy of Pediatrics
Bible tells us that Mary was born Without-original sin on her
Me Ford. Forty-eight persons were present. Members and teachers attending are picturedjeft to right, bottom row,
are no ,known effects in committee, Robert Miller.-,
soul because she was destined to he the•Mother Orehritt."
principal,
Jackie
Thorn,
Darrell
Mitchell,
Asher
William
Jones,
1L-Miller,
Joe
Edwards,
Pat ThEulane Burkeen, Jerry.
children at levels found in M.D., said, - -In the abAbby. your facts are correct - with one exception. It was,_
weatt, Larry _Dumas, second rOW,.Bobbie Clark McDaniel, Fannie Scott Ford,'Martha Shepparcl•Thompson, Sue
people in the United sence of evidence of harm
not the Bible that tells us the above, but Pope-Pius IX! ra
States."
to infants from the present Mathis Thweatt, Allene-Miller Pritchett, Ruth Bagwell Man, Daphene Herndon Mowery, Mrs. G. T. Lilly, teacher,
1854, His Holiness proclaimed and defined-a new dogma of
It is correct that PCBs levels of PCBs in breast,
Gerelditie Wilsoff buncan, back row, Milton W'als(on, teacher, Willie Jackson, Marvin S-cott,Gereld Smith, Harold
the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary:"In the-first
contamination has been milk, no change is recomJones, Brooks Duncan, Ronald Paco; Dwain McClar-d. and N. P. Paschall,'leacher. Class members unable to attend
instance other conception, by a singular privilege and grace -•
cited as high in gamefish. mended in currentrairsing
granted by God, in view of the human race,the Virgin Mary
were Kelise Hooks,Peggs Wikon Farmer, Betty Cope Brandon, Henry Towery. and Gene Emstberger.
The committee also practice."
was preservenerxempt from all stain of original sin."
noted,"The only women in
In addition, it is well to
Respectfully submitted by,
the United States who may recall that breast-feeding
REV.L.W. VAN DELLEN
have been heavily exposed has many benefits from
WISCONSIN RAPIDS, WISC.
are those who worked with the standpoints of both
•PCBs or haye eaten heav- mother and baby. If you
DEAR REVEREND...VAN DELLEN: Thank you (and
ily of sporfrIsh frbm PCB- want. absolute assurance,
alms 1,000 other_teliders for pointing out my careless .
contaminated waters,such You could ask your physimiscoiception. Thface with the eggumenda egg on it is
re
_
Thelikutb:Wassese..Creciap oi
Jdn.
1oah_ FroRmitz-v
---4Lythest..I.aiweenee Watarr.--.=„eiaa-,to- home testa
secrel,ary-reporter; Pat
the Baptist- Young Women of
such as by the state laboraMichael McCoy of Murray
Edgar
Hicks
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Dalton, treasurer; Patsy
If a Mother, has - been tory in your c'ase.
DEAR ABBY:"The girl involved is very-dear to us. She's a the Sinking Spring Baptist
has
been
a
patient
at
Lourdes
Street,
N.
Neale and Wanda Walker, of 30 N.W. 171st
college graduate, as is the young man she is going' with. He Church Women met in the
Hogpital, Paducah.-is the problem. They always use her car when_they4ate. We home of Carolyn -Carroll on
miision support; Carolyn- Miami Beach, Fla., have been
believe he never uses his car urdess he absolutely .hari_to_
Carroll and Evelyn Willie, visiting friends and _relatives
12 with Carol Turner and
because he's too cheap to buy gas.
- a mission action; Martha in Merray. They were here to-Judy Smotherman in charge
Free For The Asking!
centennial
For Christmas he gave her alacittle of cheap perfume,and
SURGERY PATIENT
Covey,
Carol Turner, and attend 'the
of the program for the Week of
her Easter outfit had no flowers. For her birthday he gave
Cherry
the
at
celebration
Mrs. Charles M.
write
_ Eciwina..Bacy, mission study;
Prayer for State Missions-.
her nothing.
Corner Baptist Church on Oct. Baker is a patient in Room
Nancy Bogard, historian.
Mrs.
and
Turner
Mrs.
Bumming free'meals is his specialty. He does it so
Hospital,
-Following the candlelight 1, and to renew their-sub- 5'28, Lourdes
smoothly you don't realize until after you've invited him Smotherman, along with the
scription to the Murray Paducah, where she un,
i reviewed the installation ceremony, the
others present
that he cleverly maneuvered the invitation.
Ledger & Times for another derwent surgery on her arm. .
The girl can't see what a free-loading cheapskate he is, lives of some of "God's .13YW- group presented Mrs.
•.
and we (her family) would like her to open her eyes-befOre, Wonderful People" with Warren with a silk rose year.
--irs)too late.
• scripture readings including arrangement in appreciation
.How can we gently let her know what kind of person he
Romans 1:7-8 and Isaiah , of her services.
is? We'are afraid if we point out his faults, it might drive her 30:20-26.
Refreshments were served
closer to him. •
.Presiding at the meeting• by. the hostess to'the eleven
A SICK MOTHER
was Ruth Warren Who con- meinbers and one guest
the installation of the present.
ducted
DEAR MOTHER: Your last sentence was right on target.
The next meeting will be
1978-79 officer's who are as
Say nothing. People who are emotionally involved see only
held on Tuesday, Oct. 10, al,
•
•
follows:
what they want to see. Ava Watkirii, president;' the home of Judy SmotherDEAR' ABBY: Three weeks ago my mother died. Last ,Judy Smotherman, vice- man.
week, right\eut of the blue,
"I forgot-idgive 1
•
you this" and she dropped my mother's wedding ringih my
lap!
-.
- It seems that the people:et the funeral home removed it
and gave it to, my sister at -the time of the funeral'. Site _
thought that since I was the eldest daughter, I should have
_ _
it.
Abby,, that ring had been on my mothers finger for 38
years, and it should have be buried with her. Ision:t
it.
!.s.The Rfko Chpter of -.41pha meeting of Alpha Delta Kappa
I can't bear to look at that ring. It's driving me crazy. An I
a Kappa met Monday, at OWensboro on Sept. 30.
can think of. when-I see it, is how much! wish it Were "s"vith
Members were reminded of
Sept. 18,;
Mother now where it belongs., Pletse help me. 7
tairne of Mrs.
SICK AT-ffEART
the International Alpha Delta
Crystal Par)cs.
•_
Lucy Apn Forrest, vice- Week, Oct. 8-12. In observance
DEAR SICK: Find
someone
your
family
who
wasppresident, intrbduced its the of this 'week, the-sorority
predate the ring, and give it-to her -or !tines+
coming year's program planned to s9t a tree or shrub
' theme "Changing Dimen. elate Calloway County Public
DEAR ABBY: About'those "new" fas▪ hions for women. MY
Library. Members decicted to
sions. She, then, presented
-mother said, "If my grandfather had wanted Lis' VD look like
,Mr. and Mrs. Carrie Clark
have secret sisters for the
Russian peasants, he wouldn't have left ;tussle!,
a•
who gaves a musical program
dbmintyear.
The- tit:tate-saes-Betty Riley,
-MART L Y.NN Sifir ettICA-60r about Chlingtrig-People--arld,
Changing Seasons. Prof. ClarI '
Geraldine Myers, and Crystal
•
Parks-:served dessert, coffee.
sang a medley Of son-gfivhile
Do you wish yea had more frietids? For the seiret' of
and tea to the guesta. and
Mrs. Vlark accompanied him
popularity,get Abbst's new_hooklett _'lloyt_To Be _Populth2_!--at thapianetmembers.. •
w4th a long,
You're Never Too Young or Too old." Send
The negt 'regular chapter
Bess .Kerlick --president,- self-addressed, stamped 128 c'entrit envelope to Abby,-132.- presided_.
meeting.will bo-a luncliechs•at— ,•
Marl
were
made
to
•
Lasky Drive,Beverly Hilts, Calif.)902121
attend the Wescern bistrict the Holiday Inn on Satfirday, ,
A WIDE SELECTION OF:

Ruth Warren.BYW Group
Hasins-tallatton For Officers

-•'-

BIBLE-CORRESPONDENCE Co
COURSERSE

coupon
cotnrs.
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With Salad 14ar

)upOn •1

er

I

— kJ Thole*

7119ttiiiiiiiipo Food
Open Every Day Mon.-at. 11 a.m. until Mielnight-----:-.SUnday 1 I:00-10:00 a.m. '- - N. 12th Street Olympic Kau
i
759-1114 ,

RebeCea lrvan presented
the program atihe-September
meeting,
Mattis-'ffeli•
Ha yarircle-Ofthe Fitat United , .
Methodist Church held at the.___ ,
church.
.
Mrs.- Irvan reviewed --My,
-.Heart and Altar" by Margaret.-.. ,
Hoyt and Eleanor Hoyt
Dafney, and "The Kingship of
'Self Control" by William
George Jordon for the
program.
The chairman, Merle
Robertson, presided. Freda
Btitterworth gave highlights
of her trip to Lake Junaluska,
-14-C„ for the annual Prayer
and Bible Conference.
Modest.Jeffrry reported on
Methodist
-the
United
Women's Parrish District
Stith annual.meeting held at
South Fulton, Tenn. Attending
from Murray were Mrs.
Jeffrey, Effie Vatrghn, Barbara Erwin,'Nell'Eaton, Euta
Alexander, and F6da Batterworth.
IlosteasPs.for_the social bow
were Frances Sexton, likage,s1„,_.
-3iffrey,and NaomiSchwalm.
_Gladys Smith. born_in.
Toronto in 1893, used the stag.'
• name of Mary Pickford and '
went on to become America"
Sweetheart of film.

r

• Housewares
•Garden & Lawn
Supplies,
• Do-lt-Rigtit
Power Tools
• Electrical
SuOplies
Colorrnate .
-Paints &
WallpaperS.
11.00<s-&-Xeys'• Glass Products
-Ake rent powe6ts and car.gitel
tkR&Qequi
ce for power t s
tRepair
akei
and &nail apØhances.

'13FlRSTSTREETN.
Across from the
Fairgrounds i
/OPEN 9 AM TO 9 PM
- MON-SAT
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Agree OrNot

Fist
Few

Looking Jack
10 Year Ago

F-RANKFORT- A bright new light is
R. agreeS with_ thei **committee, the
-being *used on that dark labyrinth of :contested contract then becomes the
- Perional iierviee oartfracts. that have
first order of busisess for the next'
been handed out so freely by the
regular legislative session. It
P'inance Department, many for friends
possible for payment to be made on a.
of the goverior.
contract for 18 mooths before a regular
_
More than 200 new contracts and 10 or
legislative session convenes. The
II left over from the September
contract must- be renewed each fiscal
meeting will be examined by the
year. The term can be no longer than a
Personal Service Contrad , Review
year, but is subject to renewal, or
subcommittee October 10 and 11.
change. But, if a change is made it must
This new light was illuminated by the
go through the entire process again.
1978 Legislature in House Bill 110 as a Millions of dollars are involved each
part of the Legislative Research - year in these personal service conCommission dutift. It became effective7-- tracts.- The contratts mostly -Cheer__
312),1,and provides the committee is to' professions and areas of expertise
be composed of five legislators, hot , where professional ethics frown on '
More than, three frcirn one politiCkel
bidding for work or services.
party, and a staff.
..
An example of ielt of the Review
1.41C Director Vic Hellard said the
Committee came last month when it
'committee is charged with he
objected to the more than $200,000
responsibility to "Review all contracts
leeway in the SUA contract for more
to see Whether the cost is excessiVe, or
than $800,000. Gov. Carroll requested
if existing state personnel can do the
this cushion be removed, and it was.
Work. It also is charged with checking
State Auditor GeOrge Atkins has had
for soundness of the contract."
his office reviewing these contracts for
This is just one step in the long
many months. He is an announced
arocess of the personal service concandidate for the Demecratic
tact's path to becoming effective.
nomination for governor in 1979 and
. the government department
opposes Carroll's .effort to choose a
ang to contract for personal sersuccessor. •
_
..vkes must file-a request with the
Atkins said the number of contracts
Ea.inance Department. Then it goes to
increased 30 per cent from-ttscal 1976 to
the Professional Employment Cornfiscal 1977 and is increasing at the rate
Mission, a branch of Finance, that was
of about 30 per cent per year, or almost
et*ated in 1978 under House Bill 660. It
tripled during.. the Carroll adiS- composed of two lay people and
ministration. •
giiverrirnera cnnimissioners.
Atkins said before the new laws of
t-' This commission replaces a similar
191,
there wasimi.ceiltral pin4e_jg,hnre,_ _
_ - --gsaraplipiesinted-hyGee. Jultaserultall personal service contracts could be
.... by executive order. before the 1978
checked for work done, payments made
legislature convened.
or even listed.
Actually, the HB 660 commission
Hellard said_lbe Review Committee
established the "proof of necessity"'in
apparently Is in few.1
.10 Of work.
the agency request submitted to.
••
Finance. In other word the requesting
agency says it needs to hire a specialist
to do work that cannot be performed by
,
regrular staff members..
Seven copies of the contract are then
peat to the LRC Review Committee by
. IFinanoe for formal filing for review. No
Alayrnents on the contract may be made
,ontil LFtC notifies Finance the contract
... lsas been filed.
. ;.:: The Review Committee can ask for
nelarification,
modification,
or
- *commend changes. It does not have
}e.we
power to cancel a contract. It's real
r lies in public exposure through
''• e press. '
..-. If the Review Committee reit** to
,p_pprove the contract, the conlrakting
agency then has 30 days to notify the
eabcommittee what action the agency.
iptends to take. The Contract then goes
to the interim . -committee on
Oppropriations and Revenue. If A. and

r

HEARTLINE is a service for Noir .
*hens. Its purpose is to 8R11/111t
liesUons and.solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
geswered in these columns, write
Ileartline. 114 East Dayton Street, West
-11exandria„ Ohio 4011. You
leceive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addref*il
euvelope. The most useful replies will
printed In this column.
HEARTLINE: I am going to be 62
early next year. I work in private
business -so I am covered by. Social
Security. I am not quite sure what to do
about my retirement. I can retire-from
• tht.y company at age 62 or I can stay until age 65. I realize that if I retire at age
64; I must take reduced Social SeCurity
nefit.s. Would you suggest doing-this-at- should I wait until age 65 to draw cny.
lt,•enefits? J. .
This
is is one of
hardest questions
• You can ask yourself; but you are the
only one who can answer it. There is not
only the 'financial question, but the
qUestion of what you are going to do
With yourself. Here are some factors to
consider:
I. If you start drawing Social
igz
receiving three additional years of income from it, but
tbif income would be 20 percent less
ykarty than -if you wait until age 65.
If you wait until age 65 to draw, you
%could receive full Social Security
beliefits, but the money you lost during
t* three years (from 62 to 65) you did
not draw Social Security benefits will
take 12 years of drawing te regain. This
i.based strictly on income from Social
.
Sg.euritY.
X. You must decide if a reduced Social
urfty benefit" will be *sufficient to
--Meet your present and future monetary
needs or If the full benefit will ,be
oenessary.
also feel that there are other

'than.
HEARTLINE: My husband had
Worked in a Civil service covered job.
He was drawing his retirement benefit
when he passed away. Canyou tell me
if I will be eligible for a survivor's
volouity,v-=-11. K.
Yes, you will de'eligible for a Civil
Service Survivor's annuity if you were
married to your husband at the time of
his death and he had accepted a
reduced annuity with survivor benefit
to spouse.
Since your husband had already
started drawing his benefit, your
benefit would be approximately 55
percent of what he was drawing.
HEARTLINE: I am 67 years old and I
draw Social Security and am on
-Medicare. I have just gotten home from
the hospital. I was in for cataracti
surgery. I know that the medicar
portion of Medicare will pay for
corrective cataract glasses.' I have
talked with my doctor and he has
recommended that I get contact lenses
instead Will Medicare also pay for
contact lenses or does it have to .be
requiter glasses? - M. L.
C.oatect lenses would also be covered
after cataract surgery, but only one or
the other, not both glassifs and contacts.
All brands of hard contact lenses are
covered. floWever, the only brand of
soft contact lensed covered are
manufactured by Bausch and Lomb,
Milton Royte Inc., Soft Lens Inc., and
'
Alcon Laboratories, Inc.

Timothy W. Morgan, son of Mr. and
_Mrs." Asian Morgan and -allidant4tCalkiway County Hrgh School, ham beall
commended for high performance on
the 1968 National Merit Scholarship
qualifying test. .
The Mir&'Gold" band of-Murray
High School is making plans and
preparing for a five days trip to Texas
the-first of. next June. The bud' hp
scheduled to perform at Six Flags Over
Texas.
Deaths reported include Miss Pattie
Barnett, Ed M. Norsworthy, and Ben
Patterson.
Jan Reagan, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Reagan, has been named
football queen at Murray High School.
Her attendants are Cindy. Alexander,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.- Reit
Alexander, and Kathy .Lockhart,,,
daughter-of Evelyn aad.*tockhartiMrs. Mattie Outland of Irvin Cobb
Road, MurtaY7 celebrated-her 94th___
birthday ne-Segit. 27.
• ------_

20 Years Ago

The final enrollment at Murray State „
College for the tall semester is now
listed as 2,576, according officials at the college.
•
Deaths reported include Percy
Grisham, age 53, and Gilbert Smith,
Fort Campbell soldier, the latter killed
in a car accident near Hardin.
The Murray state University
Thoroughbreds, coached by JimCullivan, won over Florence State in
football.
John and Modene Grogan, worthy '
patron and worthy matron respectively
of Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of
the East-eriikftr; wirF honored
chimer...held recently--at the Kentucky.
Colonel.
August Wilson, Maico- dealer in Murray, has returned from Nashville,
Term., where he met With Mateo hearing aid sales executives.

Inside Report

MINNEAPOLIS - One _reason why
Republicans may win two Senate seats
and the governorship from centristDemocrats in Hubert Humphrey's
Democratic-Farmer-Labor iDFL)
party is the insatiable demand of the
DFL left wing for ideological purity.
The DFI, purity test has been getting
harder to pass year by year. Now it
threatens to undermine the party at a
critical point, challenging DFL control
"of this state that started in the mid-'413's
and gave the 'Democrats every
statewide office and the legislature in
1972 for the firsL time in history. . Meeting the test was expensive for.
Rep. Don Fraser, one of the stars of the
DFL left-wing elite_ Businessman
Robert Short, long connected, to the
moderate-conservative - wing of the
party, beat .Fraser in the DFL
senatorial_ptinuiry, and Short's emphasis-on cuts in taxes, spending and
government payrolls was only a partial
reason.
•
"Fraser hung on to his elitist ideology
against heavy odds,"-a-moderateDFL-:
leader told us. "He just couldn't carry
all that aro-abortion, pro-gun control
and pro-environment- baggage.", The
real majority in this state is probably
anti-abortion and anti-gun control and
'It wants outboard motors and
snowmobiles in the Boundary Waters.
area.
With the primaryelection two weeks .past Fraser is stilliulking and the DFI.

Under successive waves of party 'quite know what it is."
,22.keform" the. past decade, party rules
In the hamlet of Montevideo, one
now do more to advance the "rights" of
evening last week, a Chippewa County
minorities (including for example, gay
DFL official listening to Short make his
rights) than accommodating the nonappeal for party - support was im'activist majority. State party chairman
pressed.."There won't be an anti•Sitc,r1Rick Scott, a liberal, acknowledges the
campaign here," he told us. Likewise,
30 Years Ago
problem. "Something is happening in
Ale Olson warned that same
this state," he told us, "but we don't .
evening that the DFL-may not last
Miss Laurette Jones, age 23,
himself, the founder of the DFL.
long" if it doesn't shed its suicidal
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Commodore
For his sins as. Vietnam war sup- -"tendencies to please ''single-i
ssue
Jones of Murray, was killed in a carporter while'ricepresident, Humphrey
minorities. He pleaded for Sopport for
truck collision near Frankfort on Sept.
was challenged_ in his 1970 Senate
-Short, Anderson and Gov, Rudy Per30.
comeback by a DFL liberal backed by
pich wbo is running against higMy
: Joseph F. Holsapple and
Thomas J.
purists of the left. Humphrey beat him,
respected Rep. Al Quie for governor'.
-Gordon have enlisted in the First
but the left wing then rewarded him
But Chippewa Coulity DFL-ers have
Cavalry Division, now stationed in
with the post --of 1 national aimlittle in common with the activist left in
Tokyo;-.taped
.
mitteeman.
the Twin Citiga, where resentment of
The
Murray
Lions Club has voted to
Short's running partner in the second
Short far dolgjag,its diktat. and, of
sponsor achool-boy patrols in Murray,
Senate race_this fall is incumbent Sen.
Anitersonitrteing "Moderate"- runs
according to -Leonard Vaughn,
Wendell Anderson, a DFL moderate
highest. Party chairman Scott was
president,-and W. EChiascr;Joeggiary,
hose refusal_In knywinc, in the_guist
reosived- aw-eutpeawing'of --marif-and
of the Murray Club.
left wing also brought a liberal
phone calls from angry liberals
Dr. Ella Weihing, vice-governor of
challenge in the Sell 12 primary. The
demanding Short's defeat in Novemthe
First District of the Kentucky
challenger rolled up 38 percent of the
ber.,
Federation of Women's Clubs, presided
vote, but Anderson refused to bargain
The Republicans are in especially
atthe meeting held at Sinithland. Alsoaway Ms- more moderate posdian on
good-posdion t exploit-thia disarriy.
attending from the Murray Woman's
abortion and the hot issue of banning,
Short faces attorney David DurenClub
were Mrs. George E. Overbey,
motors in the Boundary Waters area.
berger, a moderate who may pick up
Mrs. Garnett Jones, Mrs. Charles M.
The, power of liberal activists was
many DFL defectors vitarhave it in for
Baker, and Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Jr.
dramatically exposed at the 1976 DFL
S:Anderson's opponent; self-made
Kirk Pool, Foreman Graham, and
-convention. Steamrollering the party's
millionaire Rudy Bosch-wits, roared
Wells
Purdbin-nave returned from a
center, clearly a majority, the prointo a sizable summertime lead over
business trip to Chicago, Ill.
abortion feminist bloc made a devil's
Anderson and still holds it.
pact with its greatest enemy, theproWhatever November may bring, the
lifers (who oppose abortion) and
DFL is deep in soul-searching,
'elected two national committeewomen:
worrying that the, price of ideological
Left is threatening' revenge against an all-out anti-abortionist and an all-out
purity is wrecking-the party. That is no
-Short. This is of a part with shabby , pro-abortionist. The middle-ground
phenomenon for Republicans, whose
liath God forgotten? - Psalm 77:9. '
treatment in the past for Humphrey.; Majority was ignored.
right .wing has always made suicidal
How often we hear this presumptuous,
ideological denim:ids. For the party of
questions!. God has not forgotten and
Hubert Humphrey, it is a legacy he ,qever will, but Oh, how mankind has
never intended to leave.
forgotten Him!
,
W

Bible Thought
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NEW YORK (AP) Merrill Lynch,
might be even greater profit available
%aria St rhbat
421)21-the big bull of securities, is planning to
a
**MIS
in residential real estate.
aoaihita ha or tuft Iii..i n h taloa,aro aahamiatahata
become a real estate agent, and things
"We did an in-depth study last year
Welter 1:.;" Mipetson, 1,511 Chaucer Drive, Murray, Kentucky 42071 • '
tn that fragmented industry of small,
......
,
and estimated that $8.7 billion was paid
local firms might never be the same
1709:,7armier
KOuteksons
AVenmt,
Slurray4
Raniucky_420.71- ____
in residential real estate brokerage
...,
"We want to lead the industry in
commissions," said Ferris. "We think
not applicable
_,_
_
.
- ----7-----..
change," said Dakin B. Ferris, the
_ -I
el
, that's conservative."
Merrill Lynch & Co. executive vice
That "conservative" figure, he
doe
president to whom the newly created
continued, is several times larger than
operation, Merrill Lynch Realty
commissions in the total securities
N' -4h Iti-;;_ nox_rAv.'_,Ky. L42071--_-_
Associates, will report.
•
business, which last year amounted to
ltr ay 1.
51
.
12111111
'
415.
11P
ar
ix"ng
apn __ _ -'...-7
N
1511 -Chaucer. !arty', Murray, ky,
o'
The state of development in the
Sky Es/eartia
about $2.7 billion.
',P.O. box 799, -Rag 1E14_, Ky, 42066.
tame5 t_erie.al.
residential real estate is comparable to
A
S9O)
Perhaps aware that it might be called
S ekpeei
the securities industry in the 1940," he
a bull in the china shop, "the thunsaid, referring to the many small firms
+emisrawase
dering herd," 83 Merrill Lynch is
... ,-- -.
--1.2‘...
..,- --sr ..--.-..-...:i..,. ,''''' -.• - .....
that grew, merged, or sometimes
'•
colloquially called, will enter the
.
.
;* ..,
44.
-+,..disappeared.
•
residential market with a "significant"
'
"We believe we're headed toward
.•
but liot "great" step.
tat
•
•.0 aa•55ha. bYhhaaa ht. ••9•
.$45 *oh..••• hba ..lo.........r............ -,........oar., wywha um'poem.
that move in teal estate."
, "Vie will acquire several firms in the
Merrill Lynch's advantages are
newt six months on a geographical
.
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Merrill Lynch will spread its activities
.
. b watch *ATV
than national companies, is much
rather than concentrate in a' single
St
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larger than lhe securities industry.
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B & G EQUIPMENT,INC.
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people around here have special finansafe to feed tight up to the
time of slaughter.
cial needs We'll service those needs the.
NEM
be,st...lirmy we know how...with compte4 *Cembilyel*
""'
financial support See us

DEALIN'PAYS
Used Held-Ready Combinos
(Ineremer Waiver '111May 1, 19} _

1 /-4500
;

,N111,11
1110,41.1
172:5
2
1975 300Masseyw.6.6
..1......,...::::
500
1976 M Gleaner
1968 45,1.D:(both Hdrs.)
/

1967 A It Gieanel.'1"
1968 F Gleaner.,
1974 -510 M
1972 510M
1965 416/Massey
1968 300 Massey on.n.)
1966 John Deere 95
No Ye. 93 International
1163 International

ed Cases
Pi.9
.7..7.....,-.47"
Due to. Drought

.

4,500
s 5,500
'10,000
-418,500
$ 9,000
s 5,000
$

5100
4,0
$ 1,800
4 3,000

1 1
Dresden fiery.(m.)parrs,rewriiierverrawarrer----

Gain Booste
For,Growing Cattle
"MFA Insurance!"

rr

"We don't mind a little
mud on our shoes:'
Jackson Purchase PCA
30$ N. .ttit St.
Murray, ky. 753-5602

-

n t-t,eve lot Of extra lirrte'to sped'
we make your place out office.
Your Production Credit man depends on
on-farm contacts to keep him up to the.-minute on local condition!.
It puts him in a better position to under-'
stand your money needit.
After all, tia" businegs 4
0
1
provicie you wfth term

In, town. So

-credit service
The go ahead people

PICK A MASSEY!

JOHN SMIT11,--REALTOR

Used Equipment Tractors

Grain Prices
Call...

Local
Farmers
-7
Ky.
Farmers .. 1800-592-5409

NIF-540
F-70 -

Hburs: 6 ayi.10 p. m. Mon-.40.
Rept Holidays
Plan mesh with-to& that
can * coopdat the same
the Coq-re-fitly,. -Exteniro
f
Service .of UK's Colic
save "
It
AgrItultete
doll, and en

Hutsoalratñ
ti0th-Mgr

mF-sict

M

-

7:“
n
1964
136
itealeing
Cill
rii7,H
. 4
:
n:E
1

hmary ctivtty

Farmers Air Service-

—

Allis'Chalmers
Rowse* - Siderdsder
11111bres Groin Caere

•

MF-1085
MF-135
-65MF-50

MF-35
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' More 't
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Soil Officials Say Eroion Is
Most Important State Concern

Rogers, Shelton Farm To Exhibit

LOUISVILLE, Ky.,.(-AP) -- any one segment of our • "The problems or soil
Eiespite a:lack of public at- society. The subject involves erosion- are so gradual people
tention,. soil erosion probably crop land erosion froM have been apathetic in some
is Kentucky's most important marginal lands, improper respects until a crisis
environniental- concern, ac- . pasture land management develops," Murray said"
cording-to officials of the Soil practices, clear cutting and
Conservation Service.
haul roadsleading to and from
Water quality was 'second forest- lands, urban conand solid waste disposal third._Atruction Ades and problem,
aTistaie-wide tabtdation -"associated with uew as weli as

USDA Has
f
Feed PrOirain

..-.r..onvention: of the Kentucky
Following the- first three
ASsociation of Conservatiotl-IIriorities established at the
Districts here Tuesday.
meetings were forestry
' More than 4,500 Ken- management, water supply
The U.S. Department of
luekians established 12 and storage, organic waste Agriculture (USDA) has been
priorities during public disposal, improper land-use -assigned responsibility for an
meetings in all 120 counties management, wildlife habitat emergency livestock ' feed
this _summer. The meetings-development, public in- program under the 1977 food
were held in compliance with formation and ,....esitiCatiOn. and agriculture act. Under the
the Soil and Water Resources prime farmland protection, program, eligible producers
Conservation Act of 1977
- flooding andinining.
may be reimbursed for up to
Glen Murray, state con- - The comments will be sent 50 percent of the cost of feed
aervationist for the SCS,.said to the SCS in Washington purchased for theirlivestock. association_ .mgmhers were where they will be inThe program :is -.adsomewhat'aurprisecl to find corporated with responses ministered •-- by
USDA's
soil erosion at the top of the from other states. National -Agricultural Stabilization and
list, since persona 'attending environmental concerns are to Conservation Servid-fASCS)
the
summer
meetings be announced in 1979.
through its farmer-elected
repreSented both urban and
After that, conservation ' county committee.
rural interests,
districts and the SCS will
Individual farmer eligibility
"Other subjects have again ask the public to decide , is determined on a case-by
emphasis by the4- nie-dia in should be used. to deal with -mittees with no emergency.
local concerns, and a national designation from Washington
recent years," Murray said.
'Evidently. soil __,eroaion conservation program will be*, required before the program
problems are not confined to presented to the president.
goes into effect in a county. To
be eligible, producers must
save a 49--pereent lose' in
livestock feed production,
palture, hay,and.grain.
The. new program provides
better service to farmers
• W. have diesel fuel,-good selecsince program decisions are
' ils, greases,
made at the county level.
-quality
lien
Further, because the prcgram
:Iiibricants,_ anti-freeze. Order. now
can pinto effect on individual
can
og
farms, the prram
and price changes.
n only
provide assistance
a few farms in a county have
been affected by natural
disaster.
--

------------op

avoid rush

to

t-753-2M1

Rogers and Shelton Dairy of Shelton Dairy will compete for livestock equipment, 101d
murray-,---Ky, --wiu-----be---an -- premiums and awards which - Milehnittre.
Livestock. activities thE
exhibitor at this y'ear's North - total -nearly $225',000 for
-American International overall North American: year 97llTfeature 7 Dairy Show,
- L iv eat bet.- E x0baitIon, ilitrnatitmal Show-acti/rsties. November 4-8, teaturittg The
--.1/clfeda1fid for November 4-18, this year. The North-- - All-American Jersey - Show
in Louisville, Ky. Roge;
:
s and America° International and Sale; The National
Show; - The
Shelton Dairy has entered 15 Livestock -Exposition now Guernsey
head of Dairy Cattle in the ranks among the largest Southeastern National Brown
competition and
-roins imsarly stfuNmetits InTortin the "rid, Swisi Show; Shows for
,..2
-1 4.000 other q_uality lo,aciL_and honors bestowed on Holstein and Ayrshire; Five
iliiierar-Daroci-',-eattrea -National Dairy safes. quarter.
entries in 1978 show activities.
1100114141
...-----0=iriiiittleirf11M—rearadgd— -w---"
- 11
-1*
- ride
'
- liasse-Sheet,
Crapmissioner of Agriculture • Events to transpire during the featuring 52 differef*--eveata
Thomasa Harris,Rogers thd November show include plus a sale. Sheep _ Sluzyr,
. classes for beef -cattle, dairy 'November 11-17, teaturing•
- - .--Pattle,- swine, sheep, and National Suffolk Show and
Quarter Horses.
Annuai-Veeting; National
Manager of the North Hampshire Show and Annual
International, Meeting; National Showdown
American
Harold Worknian, indicated Show and Annual Meeting;
-' that a major expansion is Shows for 9 other breeds and 4
MICKEY OVERBEY, son of Mr. and Mrs. Don Oyerbey_of .
A Consumer,,Tip ,
underway for the 1978 show to Sales. Beef' She*, November
Murray Route Six, has been chosen as-fiA member of the
from Extension .-"ialists 0 :_include events and activities 12-17; featuring:
National
month -by-the. Calloway County Chapter of:furore Farthe UK Collitiie of Agricyhoe -which will enhance the scope Angus Show and Annual
mers of America for September. He was chosen for his
- Freshen buns and rolls by and interest areas of the show. Meeting; National Shorthorn
outstanding accomplishment of being high individual
will also Show and Annual Meeting;
adding
a few drops of water, In addition, the show
scorer at the state dark-fire cured tobacco grading concommercial National Chianina Show and
large
featur
e
...
a
wrap them in foil--,--or _put test at The Kentucky State Fair, Mickey was a member of .
exhibit section, open daily in Annual Meeting; Shows for .9
them in a covered casserole
the tobacco grading team thai won both dark fire cured
_
die East Wing. The many other breeds and 14 Sales.
"
and heat, say food specialists
and dark air cured tobacco grading in the state this year.
displays will include Western . Swine Show, November 12-15,
with UK's Cooperative Ex- wear, turquoise jewelry,
He is also serving as treasurer of the EFA Chapterand is a•
-featuring a singles and
tension Service.
livestock grooming supplies, truckload Market Swine Show.
senior at CCHS.

Dec. 14-15 - Florence and
Income tax schools for those covered, according to Charles
who prepare returns for Moore,Sr.,farm management Rough River State Park
Advance registration . is
farnterawill be sponsored this specialist in the University of
etfUired,
fall- by the Kentucky Kentucky
College-- ,of •-r:
enrollment fee of $20 to cover
Cooperative Extension., Ser- Agriculture.
vice at 12 locations in the
Dates and locations of the 2- cost of materials.
.
Those interested in atstate.
day schools are:
Tax experts from the
Nov. 28-29 - Ashland and tending the tax schools should
contact the Department of
Internal Revenue Service and Barren River State Park
Economics,
:Somerset Agricultural
the, Kentucky "Department of
Nov. 30-Dec. 1.-2
Un1VerS4y of Kentucky,
Revenue, and Ext-ension and Jenny Wiley State park
specialists will serve as inDec. 5-6 - Lexington and Lexington; Ky. 40506. Letters
of ittvitation have been mailed
- structors.
Hopkinsville
Although the schools will '. Dec. 7-8 - Shelbyville and ta' those- who have attended
focus on preparation pf. farm KY Dam Village State Park , previous tax schools spanDec.:12-13 - Maysville and,- sored by the tektenitecorerincome lax return.s, general
__.__,
tax information also will be • thitiott,;0...
T
t

ER"
iiii:TOBACCOFAIT
Now k The Tinie To
Be Thinking of Next
Year's Plant Beds
For Custom Plant
Bed Fumigation
Call
.MARK PASCNALL
Rt. 4 Box 122-Murray,Ky.42071

Ption$02),753-4802

AII.diPr INV./ /IV At"" _XS,"_ter 400111,'

6 under-

Is Sweet

id people

It's
'

-

Contact one of the following,dealeis far..

Complete fine of _Sup-erweet Dairy, Beef and
Hog Feeds.
v Complete line of -Supersweet Animal Health
Products . -Consultant Service on management,- feeding
programs and housing 8.facilitips for all phases of
feeding
, Supersweet feeder finance program
0.0-Grind 8 Mix Service,
• Delivery Service_,'
VI.

Cuba, Ky.

•

Farmer's Grain & Seed tT

-Mill & Supply

Rho

Modes - Owner
(502) 382-2185

Southern Pia

Dan Boaz - Owner
(502)753-3404
Murray, Ky.

Hooper's Feed Rill

rs, Inc.

Jimmy Spears - Owner
Benton, Ky.(502)527-8712

Max Parks Owner
(502)492-8133
Hazel, Ky

•

777-

se.

eiritorytManager—
(602)489-2453

.„

----

—

153-1319

%AV ArAdair

Adr:
Atir—
„
•

—

•

-1
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Touchdoinin Bursts Key.
49-32MoreheadTriumph
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111
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Win auto the bell ea this play, but tie Murray State fullback rushed for 114 yirdringainst
keauhassi
Pinsaigkliprere Bowili40) and Rich Yeage!(89).
fif,0640_.
_ o/-32.
_
.•

CALABASAS, Calif. - It
was difficult to tell whether
nuare_ek.1444*
cited over her victory in a
8100,000 Ladies Professional
Golf ASSOCiati011 tournament
or that of the Boston Red Sox.
-We won, weatip.;,',.aaid a
smiling Blaloidt‘ alter She had
shot a closing 71 Sunday to win
the LPGA event at enflisbasas
Country Club by 2 strokes over
Hollis Stacy.

on the year.
was
.manhandled by one of its
Morehead got three touch'
former Ohio Valley Condown. passes and a scoring run
ference neighbors_ Eastern- from Phil Simms,
but the
Kentucky blasted ETSU 494 Eagles
were unable to
two weeks ago; rebuilding dispatch Murray
until the
Western Kentucky turned the final period
when Marcus
trick 77-21 last weekend.
Johnson
Bernard
and
In other garnes, Morehead McIntosh brake free
for tnuchoutscored Murray 49-32,
dole
-runs.IT
Cameron, Okla., defeated
Mike Dickens-passed for a
Tennessee Tech 21-10, Eastern
pair of scores for Murray.
Kentucky blanked defending
A 17-yard pass to tight end
OVC champion Austin Peay James
Folston fr'cim David
14-0, and another Southern
Snokhous gave Cameron the
Conference • representative,
winning edge against TenChattanooga, had to come
• from,behind with time expired' nessee Tech. That thirdquarter pass gave Cameron a
to tie Middle Tennessee 14-14. .
-14-10 lead. Cameron increased
- Meannhile, the MC's- Raked
when Jeff Clark balled
the
newest
member,
37 yards on the final play of
Uffivertity of-Akron, managed
the-game.
to squeeze by Eastern Illinois,
4tuirterback Bill Hughes
17-16 in a nonconference
scored on a 6-yard run in the
game.
.
Barry Skaggs ran for Awo- first quarter to start Eastern
touchdowas, in the thud period Kentucky moving toward its
to pace Western Kentucky to whitewash of Austin Peay.
The Colonels _added their
its third win id-flour starts.
East Tennessee slipped to 1-3 final touchdown when reserve
quarterback •Chris Isaac
-three' a 17-yard scoring pass
to David Booze in the third
quarter. Hughes reft with an
4,
injury in the first half, but
returned to play late in the
game.
Eastern Kentucky's-defense
held Austin Peay to 121 offensive yards.
Mike Smith ran for a twopoint conversion after time
had expired to enable Chattanooga to tie Middle Tennessee

Smith's run came ,atter
reserve quarterback Dennis
Berkery's 14-yard touchdown
pass to flanker Joe Burke on
the last play of the game.

•

/01.
111
mop
27.,r

• 2piecesoffish filet

• crispirrenchfries
• creanrycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style ,
hush puppies. only

Sin GP

PI ITS REG.DRINK

Reg.$2.07 ..

Murray,Ky.
. .
753-938i

TWIN LAKES HOMES a GARAGES
,
--"WCtIrg
se You
To Gen.par
Disp
e
i
---Any kind- mywhere • Anytirne

C.USTO.M„,
lllili
,ffice

-44911e1 (hi

Phone 1402-5r-6488

May Wit
Quote Your

•

New Garage
Today

All Sizes'
Ky. utt•re
ettiskfY
•
risggc..waillabs'
et•riend

ore"

$14.1MOMMOMIINIMPINrall
I NAME
1
1

Morehead's Morcut Johnson lunges forward in on attempt to Rick up more yardage after being
tackled by Murray's Tchty Boone (53). Johnsolr scored two touchdowns to help the Eagles to a 4132 victory over the him.
'

By the Associated Press
straight-triumph. /3u t he faded row.
The final day of the National in a bid for an unprecedented
Pirates 5,Philli"3 - •
League season was an- 10th 300-hit seasorenkading up
Tekulve pitched the final
ticlimatic for most players. with 198 hits.
two innings for Pittsburgh in
But for , others, such as
Parker,
Pitlsbu
get4ng the saiteand breaking
Gaylord Perry, George - slugging out& ,cfrier, Sal:Ali/4d the club record at 30 set by r-•
Foster, Pete' Rose; Dave the league batting crown for Dave . Giusti in 1970, :while
Parker, Kent Tekulve, Omar the second straight year, with Moreno got the steal he
Moreno and Ross Grirnsley, a .334 average, while two °floe 'needed during the Pirates'
the closing games had true tearriciaateS, Tekulve and four-run*fifth inning, erasing
significance.
Moreno, set club records - the team mark of 70, set last
Perry, the 40-yea raid Tekulve with his 31st Save and year by Frank Taveras.
graybeard of the San DTgo Moreno with his 71st siolen
Expos-S, Cards
staff, became only the third base - as the Pirates downed
Dave Cash's two-run double
-pitcher in major league Philadelphia's East Division and Tony Perez' two-run
history to strike- out 3,000 champions 5-3.
, single highlighted a four-tun
batters, - farining. 10 as the
And Grimsley became the ninth in support of Grimsley's
.Padres defeated'Ims Angeles' Nrs second. _20-game w miler fourstrikeout, no-walk ;ANL West charttplons1-8 in II
- Perry '- seai the first or; citing. Perez finished with five
innings Sunday.
ching a five-hitter as the .hits
four singles and a.
Foster won the NI. home run Montreal Expos topped tin. gr. -double,
and runs batted in titles for the Louts Cardinals 5-1.
Astral 3, Giants 0
In other season finales. the
third consecutive year,
Houston's Joe Niekro, Vern
smashing two homers
Houston Astros- blanked the
his
Fluhle and Mark Lemongelici
36th and 40th of thesewn-in,the . San Francika Gianta 3-6 and atanbined,
Watt*the Giants olt
saeond-2 taranatahot-isz_the,,...the.tiew_Yeck lieLs,cleteatee; .43,118,!AIN .yitkot Ccettftr
Cedelin
14th Inning, giving 'the rill ---0141Ctileago Cabs 5-1
drove In two rum 'with a
cinnati Reds a 10-6 victory
'1 homer eon ft grounder. It was
Reds14.Braints
over the Atlanta _Brava.- _Frasier's._gawjpg Cedeno's first homer since
Poster finished with 120 RBI: -homer, followeda- twryont---May
- __
Rose had his 13th .300 season single 'by Ron °ester in theMet* 3,Cubs 3
In 14 years, batting .302 after 14th Wiling, ending the 4•houe,
Butch Bnnton drove in two
coliectine one hit in two at- 16-minute marathon
runs with his first two major
bats in the Reds' seventh Atienta's Seventh loss ir a., league hits
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Opp
- onents Have Little Respect
iigEast Tennessee - --Series
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Takes -LPGA
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By The Associated.Press
East Tennessee has found it
takes more than a switch of
conference aftiliation, oturn a
all college team into
-major college outfit:,-• •
For the second week in a
Eow, East Teamemee, note
With the-Southera Cainference;

By the
.1t all
game tod
the New
against th
the Amer
titIe.
The Red
10 games i
late as A
overtaken
second-ha
back into

By,TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
-MORpHEAD, Ky. - Take
away oneminute, 12 seconds
' Of the Morehead offense
Saturday, and the 49-32 Eagle
victory over Murray State is a
bit diffgrent - by four touchdowns.
_
,
Those 72 seconds represent
the time span between twotouchdown
bursts
by
Morehead on two different
oceasions; each time caused
by Murray funibles deep in its
•
own territory.

•••••

Iltee*liatiliii bed tr

Lindsey Hudspeth seared his victory.
even tougher opponent in CTthird touchdown of the jeasori _
The offensive show also Martin Saturday at Roy
with 11:50 lefL
provided other points of in- Stewart Stedlum. Game time
terest:
is 7:39p.m.
But Morehead came right
- Murray's 32 points was
Racer Eagle 3trietics
back. After the two teams the most had
it
scored against
Meekeed
Meerut
-exchanged punts,. Sinuns an (WC Opponent since 1969
FiratDowna
ti
11
directed his team to the laben-it whipped Austin Peay
44401
566316
in
Yerslipmelft
HIS
Murray 31 in nine playS-.
hew
1-174
. 114641
Dwight Yarn's breakaway run
Potty%
4-311
.
I
MU
MiNehead's
total was the Rebottle,* - fa'
110
from there gave th Eagles most points
scored against Penaltieryds 16.76
10-126
back the lead.
4-3
0-0
Murray since 1969, when the Fumbles-lost
• -011iwref
Racers
shellacked
were
56-14
Morehead kicks off, anRushing - Johnson, 23-111; Tyrua
5-41; I.indsey Hudspeth. 636;
d.:.you guessed it; another by Western Kentucky. They Brow n,
Mike Pickens,6- .1; Nick Nance, 1'-I.
Marray fumble,Ails Actrne by suffered a 56-35 defeat at the Fts',-Pi ing Mite Dickens, 7-15-1; Ricky
Its
Clint, Williams ifter a 14-yard liands of Austin Peay in 1968.
Receiving - Greg King, 3-105; Keith
- The Eagles' point
return.
Sinuns needed only
Swearington,, 1-49; David illorrias, 2-22;
productirsi.1.
also
their
4saa
Kris
Robbins:14; Tony lester,•14.
17.7 lead two plays _this time, drilling
Kickoff Returns - BAR Lear, 3-40:
-offensive- Showing 21,..14,34
Hunter
-with
another
scoring
Chnt
WItli
za.i
ama,Z-M
hl.,2George
ureleT11-lata-in-tbe.,mootl-quarter-offor a 3S-14 -since .a 61.22....ttaunping _nf
the Ohio Valler Conference pass from IV
Fairmont
in
1971.
•
- Ara'May Scored
contest. But the ,Eagle‘ took Eagle lead with 14 seconds left
MU - Keith Swearuigtan, 49 pass
the subsequent kickoff.and in tNethird quarter.
Murray's Johnson ran for from Dickens; Dunnawayasick; 10:4S,
marched to The Racer 8-yard
114 yards on 23 carries'-to up
Dun66
.
133.4-7411131611116111.
But the Racers didn't quit. A his- season total to 493 on 114 irra
line otrnine plays. From there
RI
run;
5,1
Dickens-to
Danny
Lee tries. He will almost certainly
quarterback Phil Simms
MU- Danny Lee Johnson, 2 run, Dunfound Doug Joiner with a Johnson-to Greg King pass hold on to the conference lead
kick,3:09,1ad
scoring passAo pull,Merrehead completion netted 69 yards in rushing with a 123.3 newsy.
MO -- Doug Joiner, 3 pass froth Sirnins, Richey kick,:31,2nd.
- within 17-14 -with 31 seconds and a touchdown to make 34- average.
MO - Dorron Hunter, 11 pass from
30. The pass was intended for
fen in the period.
"We just had defensive .SlInms,-Richey
II,2nd
JOhnsont but when the ball breakdowns to allow them to
MU - .Hudspeth. 1 run, Dunne way
kick,
8:50
3rd.
AftetTim Richey booted the wobbled into the air after score," said Murray Coil-Cr-- MO-Dwight Yarn, 31
run, Richey,
second of deven extra points-7, Johnsorr-*Ss bit, King Mike Gottfried. "Once we kick, i:Ub,.srd.
MO
Dorron
Hunter,
10
tying a school record
the gatheied it in and raced for didn't even have anyone on Simms,Richey, kick,:14, 3rd.pass from
Racers' silly Lewis returned-- the score.
MU - Grego King, 69 pass from
one of their receivers, and that
Dickens; King pass from Dickens, 14:41,
lbe.kickoff 10 yards.
gave them one touchdown."
4th.
•
Dickens hit King for the twoMO- Marcus Johnson,55 run; Ftkher
Murray, 1-3, has an off-week
13:31,4th.
But he fumbled after being point conversion to pull in _t-Crins of conference oit- kick;
MO
Sernard McIntosh
', 14 run,
Murray
within
three,
35-32.
recovered
Morehead
hit and
poneritak but, may have an Richey kick,6.13, 4th.
at .the 11. Simms was ThIt was all Morehead from
complete
on his pass attempt
unit time,but
there
however. Marcus
Wins°
seconds
.
Hunter with only
y Wetleft on the next one to give his yard gallop for a 42-35 Eagle
advantage before Bernard
team a 21-17 halftime lead.
McIntosh provided the final
score with a 14-yard run with
, A near-carbon copy of that 6:13 left in tile game.
The Murray State women's to battle Middle Tennessee in
gave Morehead two
That final score provided a tennis team split weekend a dual match.
more touchdowns in the
new Morehead landmarit
tnatehe‘ aL,J.he MSU tennis
second half.
--__
yrIfeweitewIlinela(04)
the most points an Eagle complex_ defeating Southern
ue Zaipkay 6-2, 6-0; Httsy
Karen
Kohler 6-3, 6-1; Lynn
The Racers regained the school has ever scored against Illinois-Carbondale 8-1 Friday Rut d
e Martin 64. 6-1; Anne
-lead to open the second half a conference opponent. Its before falling 5-4 to Eastern 1
Jewett 04, 74 Yvonne LIU el.
with an impressive 14-play previous best was against, Kentucky Saturday. The loss
Wa taon 6-4,64; Becky knee d. Carol
,
march to the Eagle 4; where gulp, Murray in 1971, a 48-14 dropped the Racers' fall Foss .6-3
Weis-Rin d. Foes•Tbes, Brefte H.641
record
to -9-2.
Martin-Bess d. fitartin-Jonea 6-3, 74;
Karen Weis won two-that- Wonsan Roble(=id.Utlay:Jonas 44.5-3.
62.
ches to' up her No. 1 singles
vs
Kentaeky ‘44)
mark to 10-1, as did Bitsy_Ritt
Walaâry Hochwilt 24,64, 6-2; Hitt
it
Addis 7-2, 6-4; Moody Jackson
at-No.2.
Yet Martin 74,64; Priscilla Nelsen
'
Mississippi State was due to
d. Rue 74,-14;' Nancy Eider
face Murray in another mateli
4.utry44.74; Jones d Rita Othis
6-L.
Saturday, but the event waa
shionw4.
44 $s,
cancelled due to rain.
--/
Jaeliserilddia(OW)d. Mardi-11er 166,
• The women travel` to 6.1; Elder-Otlas(EXU)d. Ullerkeme 6-3,
Murfreesboro, Tenn T• uesday

a

•

MI GoOdyeart6e-Sit7ifeslirill-be ffosed all day
on Tuesday,0e,tober 3,4978 for inventory.
. iOnersTieedttrg ermrg_en't7.serviar jAb_at
1$hould cal1753-0595, likes will reopen Wednesday
lirith continuation oi6tw Giant Inventory Clearance
_
•.
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Single Game To Determine Champion Today

fT

RRAY LEDGER re'TIMES)

!p
h
-

woment in CTrday at Roy
MI. Game time

▪16811s1ice
klerebenel
not
21
56-305
-196
151
Si
11-44
17-1
4-36
36.5.
110
11
10-128
1.76
0-0
1-3
kelekleed
1yrus
-11
1
.
01031144
643,
,belcH k Nance, 1- -I
Bckens,7-15-1; Ricky
▪ inn,3406; Keith
oovW Thomas, 2-22.
Noy Lester 4
----=-11111 lands, 3-16:
emorge
-TuroleY. I.

It's Yanks-Sox For East Title
•••

By th_t_A_Iseled Preis_ --,-blanking-- this.
:
ITstonto FAHEY -rocked for home rues by. them Win for win over the next- Detroit Tigers 44, the-- -Texas
•It all ---criine *nrto-..aws Jays
-- Andre Thornton and Gary week, until Cleveland put an Rangers topped the Seattle
- "-- game today, winner take'alls. But they needed help, and Alexander. "I can't say what, end to New York's six-game Mariners 1-4, the Milwaukeethe New York Yankees they got it from the Cleveland it was. I just didn't have any winning streak On Swlday.
rewers blanked the Oakland
against Hie Bosto_p Red Sox for Indians,. who elohh‘Ted the - pop - thatflittle extra that
-we,wanted a ah* and we A's 9.0 and the California
the American .League East Yankees S-2. New York only makes the fastball pop and the got it," said Red Sos third Angels trimmed the Chicago
tate.
needed to win its game to take slider slidek- even if it's just baseman Butch Hobson."Now. White Sox 5-4.
The Redkox, who had led by the division title outright,-but one mile an Pilaw- faster."
it's up to us."
Asgeis 5, White Sox 4
,10 games in'July and by 13k-2 as -.couldn't do it.
so the Red Sox finally
.
Today's game was to be
Pablo Torrealba walked
late as Aug. 21 -before being.__ "I just didn't have any pop," Lot the _ break they needed_ nationatiy,televised by ABC,. Mery Rettenmond
with the
overtaken by the Yankees' said *Yankees starter Catfish Since Sept. 23, they had trailed starting at 2:30 pyrn.,EDT.The bases
loaded in the eighth
second-hall surge, climbed Hunter, knocked out in the New York by one game. But winner begins a best-of-five inning to
force in the winning
back into a tie_ Sunday by second inning after being the. Yankees had. matcbed series against the West run forCalifornio.
Division champion Kansas,
• Brewere 9, A's 0
City Royals in Kansas City
Home runs by Larry Hisle
• Turesday night.
In other American League and Gorman Thomas backed
games Sunday,-the Kansas the three-hit pitching of Lary
City 'Royale:etiged the - Min- Sorensen and Moose Haas as
nescita ;Twins/ 1-0, the Jolthratdree finished with. Ita
Baltimore- Orioles beat-the-- best Feeertr-ever,

eind

MSU Women Harriers
-re 2nd1'Men-Place 5th
•

ey Stewed
earingtoo, 49 pass
nnaway. kick ; 10.46,
sway,
an Ric
Johnson, 2 run, Dun:
ter, 3 pass from &ma.2nd.
hinter, II pass from
I, .11,2nd
h, 1 run, Dunnattay
ern, 31 run, Ftichey,

lunter. 10 pass from
•:143rd
King, 69 pass from
s from Dickens, 14:41,
nnson,55 run; Richey
McIntosh, 14

run,

Ith

,
tile Tennessee in

rirelnante fl-11
•
e Zsipkay 6-2,14; Utv
er 0-3, 6-1; Lynn
$4.6-I; Anne
7* Yvonne 1.71.1
4; Becky knes d.„9/6141

is-Thea. Brette 64, 6-1;
4artte-Jones 6-3, 74;
14 Utley:Jones 4-6,6-3,

iltentecky 144
cbmill 14, 6-3, 6-2; Ftitt
4,64; Mealy Jackson
4,64; Prtscilla Nelsen
74,4-3:- Nancy Elder
.74; Jones tt Rita 011os

chnisk-Nebon 150, 64,
KU d. Martin-Hess 64,
•
d Utley-Jones 6.3,

GARAGES
Anytime

lisplay
May We
Quote Your
New Garage
Today
All Sizes'

Available
Commerce

•

rages

ne 140342244W

beim

RICHMOND, Ky.'- Instead in 20:57; 15th was Sharon 35:26; Keith O'Meally, 34th in
of one big' hill, says Murray Macy in 21:13- Wth was Lynn 35:55 and Jimmy Colon, 52nd.
State women's cross country Barber in 2152 and 27th was in 37:42.
-Ceeeh Margaret Simmons, Mary-Ann MeConnell-in22,52:
Tau bL.SU runners who ran
--were- 16- erammy- little- ---Two--other blurt ay'runners unattached'- were
Mike
hills at -the Arlington County competed -but did not countit 'Thompson (61st, -18:45) and
the team scoring: Lisa Bitte-1'-Danny McAshn 69th.40:211.
Club Saturday.
-But hefiquad-tonquered all in 23:30 and Patty Bittel in
but one team over the 5,000--.24!15.
meter course with a second
,
The Men
place finish in the Kentucky.
Murray finshed far back of
Intercollegiate
Conference winner
Western Kentucky 1.321
championships. 'with 124 points. Kentucky was
In the men's division,
second with-53 points; Eastern
Murray placed fourth without
Kentucky, third with 71;
the aid of four of its top five Morehead, fifth with 139:- and
ronntrs
Kentucky State, sixth with 175.
The MSU women's 40 points
Jerry °can-, Pat Chimes,
were bettered only, by Ken- Barry
Attwell and. David
tucky's 31. M'orehead was
Warren all missed the race
third with 68 points and
due to injuries.
--Airo_9444-NsAatp
-7-4
- -14
-only member of the top five
Other schools competing,
that did run, was third with a
but not figured -in' team 32:25
time over the five-mile
competition because of in- _
course.
•-••••
complete squads, were Berea
David Rafferty was ninth in
College, Eastern Kentucky, 33:29;.
Glenda Calabro
Mitch Johnston,„26th in
Louisville and, 1Certtucky
State.
GlenaThTibro vTas the best
finisher for Murray, placing
fourth wth a 20:12 time.
Seventh was Wenday Slayton
in 20:28.
10th was Becky Beckman in
20:51; 11th was Diane Holmes

The Pack Is-Back
Including a 76-yard ton_c_
By HAL BOCK
'down, and David Whitehurst , AP Sports Writer
had two TD passes to AuncLra
Is the Pack really back? Coach Bart Starr, who was Thompson in a 14-for-18 day
the quarterback when Green that produced 230 yards.
Bay terrorized the National.
"Just about every play we
Football League a decade ago,
worked," noted
called
thinks it's too early to tell. But
-Packer backers-prefer to look Whitehurst. Starr could apat the National Conference preciate that. He remembers
standings;• which show their when the same things hapteam with four wins in The first pened to him almost every
••••
.
five games and sitting in first week.
place.
In Sunday's other games,
"We haven't met a chamNew
England rallied for a 28pionship calibre team yet,
other than Oakland," said 23 victory over San Diego,
Starr, whose cluts--• destroyed Pittsburgh battered the New
'Kerk- --Jets
haven't beaten anyone of downed St. Louis 24-.11)._
repute, so we have to temper Minnesota ripped Tampa Bay
24-7, Buffalo defeated Kansas
it." But that's tough for Green City 28-17, Atlanta nipped the
Bay fans to do after Terdell New York Giants 23-20:-.
Middleton ran for 148 yards, Houston edged Cleveland 1613, Los Angeles beat New
PhiladelPhia
nipped Baltimore 17-14, San
Ftancisco downed Cincinnati
28-12, Denver defeated Seattle
713-7 and Oakland whipped
Morehead quarterback Phil Simms scrambles as Murray's Bill Shannon (93) chases. Simms com-Chicago 2519 in overtime.
pleted 11 of 16 passes, three of those for touchdowns, as the Eagles won 49-32.

There's Gotta Be A Sitim-pier Way

Morgan
Captures
World Series

7:1

inivitroirites At Big All-American Savings

Three

AKRON, Ohio I AP) - Gil
-Morgan got the title. Torn
Watson nailed down some
record-setting seasonal
championships. And Jack
Nicklaus left it up in the air
whether he'd come back.
A 3-putt bogey by Hubert
keen on the first sudden
death playoff hole opened it up
for -Morgan's routine, 2-putt
par to clinch the 6100,000 first
prize Sunday in the World
deries of Golf.
played a good round of
golf, but the doctor just beat
me," Green said of the nonPracticing optometrist - from
Wewolte, Okla., a bland man
who is rapidly moving into the
ranks of golf's leading lights.
:The front-running Green
opened the cool fall day with a
kshot advantage. built it to 4
with birdies on his first 3
holes, then had his ancient,
gteenhandled putter turn
balky on him. A couple of 3putt bogeys and a 6-foot parsaving putt that wouldn't fall,
lit the sturdi; unemotional
organ take a 1-shot lead. 'es
Going to the 72nd hole,
•rt had to tiavea birdie to
. He hit a 5-wood second
)Ot-to about 12 to 15 feet, and
this time the putter worked.

Bud Foster (33) end David Reiman (52) prepare to bring down a Morehead ball carrier in
Murray's Ohio Valley Conference contest afainst the Eagles Saturday. The Racers lost to fall to
0-2 in league play.
•

Cothrans Finish 1st, 2nd
--way Co. Tourney.
In Calic)
Roy Cothran fired a steady 36-hole event. Roy Cothran's filet with...R.162 total, five73 for a one-stroke victory winning total was 147. Don strokes better than Bill
.ovei• brotfiet Don in a golf Cothran was at 148.
Bogard's 167 for second. Dale
J. P. Parker was fourth with Nance and Max Walker tied
'tournament open to residents
of - ettitoway-Coinity • at the 154, and Charlie Hargrove was -for third' with 170s, while
fifth with a 156_
Oaks Country Club Sunday.
Radell Parks was fifth with
•

One HOUR

Chopped
Steak Platter

Homer Branch who's i3
Purdom Lovett fired an 80- gave him the • lead after 77 for a one stroke victory over
Bob Lamastus shot an 83
Saturday's roumekadded a 77 Kevin D'Angelo in the first Sunday for a 172 total and one
Sunday for third $lace,in the flight. Deler Brewer was third shot win over Mttch Story in
championship flight of the with 164, followed by Jerry the third flight. Clyde Rqberts
Hopkins and Greg Story with was third with 174,followed
169's.
'Jerry Ford with 180 and Jim
Bill Seale took the second Johnson with 185.

French fries
Core slaw
Mot roll
Onion ring

$245

DRY

cLeaneRS

Baseball Standings

cfitral Shopping ..r
Open 7 atm to6pri,.
6 Days A Week
Phone 7519064

,.

INCH GOOD TU1S WOO. 111UPS
net 1 ass

MIX OP MATCH
MEN'S & LADIES

2 PIECE

.W
z-Pilitadelphla - 90 71
0572
Pittsburgh
7,49
Chicago
Montreal
76- IN
69' 93
St Louis
New York
'
46 J6

Pet
506
547
4111
490
421
407

'WENT
111 07
91 11111
Sane-reprise°
'
Ill 73
San (Sego
64 71
74 W
Houston
Altana"
•
II
1-clinched division title
ice.Angeles

SUITS
ON MANGUM

Olt POI ND

SKIRTS 45c
-

By Thr gancla toql Press
NATiiisti I FAGUE

AA}NOEIK-11-44-1443--- PESSED TO.
PEPFECTION

—

GOOD ALL WEEK

For

SW
571
549
519
437
436

Spaghetti Dinner

. ABISRICAN LEAGUE
..W
0513
GB
Boston
0513
New York
• 1111
14
Milwaukee
90 71
lisdtunore
11'
16 76
14
Detroit
4905
21
""rielk14•1
24
Toronto
59 102
WPIIT
s-Kansas City
93- 70
• 7$
Alifornta
- • W
Texas
. 214
7305
Minnesota
Mims
71
11
Oakland
1111 90
21
Seattle
SI 104
II•
i-e41nehed Oviisst tItle

„..11440151sMostssol
• Illurtmeat Atlanta-1

Houston 7, San Frarrinee 4
tioseinneles0;Ono ntwor•—•••---•—

PlUto
aerkiltie 3
- New Ynelt-410-ehteatto

losnysel 5, st, louts
Ctnetnnutt 10. Atlanta & 14 innings
Hounton 1. San Frandsen 0
San Diego 4, las Angeles 3. 11 Inntogs
05140 RINGtAAR

44
SN
SN
537
537
451
441
451
160

21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner
French fries
Cole slaw
Hot roll

•

$295

New York 7, ilivretirritti
Roston 5 Toronto
1, Oakland 11
Westmont& 7, Kansas City 3, II Innings

Calgarstia
- telt feennee I

--

ustu•sy's G••••
...m11•0
41:.31
17:re +
T

PooksCs--

$185'

531

tossurtuot ossuut
optrni S. nalttrnore 1
•

Ssiturdots ttu
Plailudefplifel.,- barna
Chkeete 7, Nevi York 5

Tossed salad
French bread

Pet
111
611
574

4
4
6Wn r
ort
.
2

TriniaiirRy 1. Mittnimeola 0
111111vraulnie 9. Ookkind 0
TelaB 9, Seattle 4
reilifornia 3,..11tIclilso 4
menthes(Iun.
Now York I Guldry114-11i at Bow o,,
reit 16-12)

••••••••••••41.
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2. NOTICE
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ACROSS
I Starters
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Answer to Saturday $ Puzzle
19. FARM EQUIP.
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_
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1-Sinai4 snot
43. REAL ESTATE
5 Distributing
0000 000 00E0
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proportion
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Lessons taught by qualified
just North of the 121 by pass. The land is owned
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION-- - 4
We
Auctioneer Realtor.
cara_-_ We want you to
professionals. 10 hours of 12 X60, 2 BR,eetra
tey.Alua-City of Murray-, and is the present site
know
Apprainer
about
2774
0
2
489
good buys...one
J.á three, Superintendent. I.
Utak'oclions..
- West.
-isrisexe.-bedeerarre-ifir
the Murray Sanitation Dept. operation. The
Kentucky Glass Works, 753- •
Soi.
cloublewide mobile home
24. MOB.HOME RENTS
1975.
request is to rezone this property from R-4
located-. on
approx. 2
_
acres...We also have
r Multi-family Residential) . to. 8-2 Highway
-TRAILOR
FOR
RENT, bedroom mobile home a1 1/2
on 3
BEAUTY SALON 1 12. INSURANCE
PUBLIC NEARING
- Business I. A Public Hearing will be held on Oc. Brandon Dill, Dill's Trailor acres
with
additional
Ct.,
Murray
Drive
Inn
if
,
tober 17, 1978 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Room of
acreage
available
it
705 Chestnut St.
.The Murray Planning -Commission ha;
Theatre entrance.
desired...I.n
East
School.
the -City Hall Bldg. Alfinterested persons are in125%Mr:
Owner 1 Operator
:
SIE OU
S N TI NSIU
• received a request to mzone_a tract of land
FI IOU,
District...Call LORETTA
29. HEATING &COOLING
1Sticl to attend and to express their views. A legal
QUALITY SU WAYNE WILSON
JOBS REALTORS,753-1492.
Bonnie Spann
located at 1010 Payne Street which is owned by
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
description of the property in question is as
FOR SALE-Good condition
Edwin and Edna Robinson. The tract lies behind
Call
.6C
3.0
3 _
38
Fii75
-t4
E CON,OWI-r" SPECIAL.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
follows:
Wonder Warm --large floor House and
- their house and is adjacent to a tract owned by
1 acre on State REAL MATE - 302 N. 1711I •
heater.
1200.
Call
Gary
Line Road near Hazel. Good
CERTIFICATE
James and Roberta Ward, and Williams'
Taylor,753-1372 or 753-0662.
7.53-3311,7starter
home
and priced at
,
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:. , September 28. 19?11
\
Radiator Shop. The request isw to rezone the
only S13,500. Just listed` HIGH-LOW. High in access'
31, WANT TO RENT
Property of City of Murray.
better not hes-ifale-Wi---thig and low in price! That best /
property from R-2 (residential ) to 8-2 I Highway
_
-WHAT WE do twita-10---dira. - 14. WA14T7t0 111,1Y
'• one!
- D describes this new listkoW
YOUNG COLLEGE girl REALTY,
Business). A Public Hearing will be held on OcNeedline, .
7 3-6333
located 10 miles fr
753-1222.
Legal deseriptiba ofa tract of land situated in the
KING SIZE Bedroom suit. wants a 'unfurnished or
tober 17, 1978. at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Room of
Murray near Kentucky
•
partially
furnished
apt
in
S. LOST a FOUND
City -of Murray, Cottity of Calloway. State of
Catt-436-2744
This home was designed viltif.the City Halt Bldg. All interested persons are inNovember 1, 1978. Call 1 472- HILLSIDE
Wan
Kentucky, being a part of the Northeast Quarter
HI pEAWAY...Tucked into a the future-in
4ited to attend and express their views. A legal
_OLDER HOUSE that needs 1016.
plnaunsual and eff lent floor
- bank making for low energy u
of Section 22, Township.2 Range 4 East, and
LOST:
LADIES
SMALL
sorag
work.
Prefer
Contact
close to 32. APTS. FOR RENT
oday and be
description of the property in question is Ifs
bills. 2 bedrooms, living
.Black iclutch purse Lost in hospital area.. Call 753-8500
being further destribed as follows:
room, kitchen and bath And the first to,-view this at .
follows:
'
The vacinity f 4Thand Main. after 7 pm. ,
tractive
hnele.
Priced
in* the
NICE SMALL furnished ,as an added bonus, a two bay
Contains important papers
•
low 20's. Rhone KCPPE RU Co
Acing-a portico of Lot 13In Block gef McElrathand.identifiCation: ft -found USED 1967 or later VW a pa r tenerit. No Phone Calls. ctean up shop. All plus 54/7 - REAL V.753-1722.
TAIf--Beginning at a point where the -East
Addition to tile town of Murray, Kentucky as.
acres already sowed in soy •
please call 753-1919 or 753- • motor. Call 753-7581 after 4 See at 1414 Vine Street
right-of-way line of L'S. Highway 04641, interSecfs _
beans. Call LORETTA JOBS 7614.
shown by plat to same-of record in Deed Book 31,
Pm.
REALTORS;753-1492.
the centerline of Bee Creek, said point. being
34 HOUSES FOR RENT
page 462.
.
LOST: HOOKED wall pull on 15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
John Randolph's Southwest property corner:
Being fifty I 501 feet off the East end ofthe NorSept. 211. Cell 753-5082 or 7532 BR HOUSE in Hardin, gas
thence South 81 degrees 58' 28" East and
5341.
21 CO. FT. FRIDloAl RE heat!
Avaitable
th half of the North half of said Lot 13 in said
now.
following the centerline of said creek 146.36';
freezer Good condition.$100. Security
depOsif
and
- Block 8 in McElrathfleights- Addition, the tract
LOST: SMALL BROWN Call-901 642 7010 after'S pm.
references required No pets.
thence South 64 degrees 14' 52" Fast and still
puppy with black face: Was
.herein coveyed being .a tract 50 feet East and
YD-MAJO
One small child only. Call
•
following the centerline of Bee Creek 88.59' to the
on lease.,. Litt Sept. 27 in
437-4462.
West by 62.5 to 63.25 feet North and South, which
REAL ESTATE
vicinity of Dodson 'Ave. Call
Northwest corner of the Murray-Calloway Countract herein conveyed lies irruriediately North of
759 4804.
753-8080
2 BR BRICK, 1 mile S. of
ty Park tract;' thence South 4 degrees 00' 44"
507 Me:le
and adjacent to a tract of land this day conveyed
M.Urray, furnished or un6.
HELP
WANTED
753 447
East----along. the West boundary of said tract
furnished. Washer, dryer,
by Leide Ward to the said-Edwin Robinson,et tor,.
swith
Prui
rne
emmaise
Stove, refrigerator included,
Friendiy7wh
ices.'
1283.11' to the Northeast corner of the Murray
which Lexie Ward tract was immediately North
DRIVERS WANTED FOR
$175 monthly plus deposit.'
B.V.
Bi-level,
loaded
Excellent
.
investment,
R .P Lundy Trucking Co.
aptve/opment Co.. Inc. tract; thence South 83
of and adjacent to a tract of land_ conveyed to Ed 2 BR, I bath home
quality.-_ 3
equirments: -Minimum
degrees 58' 09" West along the North boundary of
win Robinson.
at 23. Tenn. chavffers
---ifedroom,2 bath,great
1 BR MOUSE in Mardi
located
on
No.
16th
said tract 552.44' to the East right-of-way line of
pass written and
Being
,fifty (50) feet off the East end of the
AeSilable
Now. secu
room
w/fireplace,
Street just 300 ft. off -road
tests.
Benefits . 4 NEW MAG,
L'S. Highway 4641;'thence North 7 degrees 54'
deposit
and
referVtce
'South half of the North half of said Lot 13 in said
• electric -heat, wall-toAverage pay, 5340-5370 Aluminum wrieels.Polished reqUired.
Hwy.
121
or
pets
No
by-pas.s.,.
lot
14 inch
28" West and following said right-of-way line
weekly. workmans Corn
Block 8 in McEltath Heights Addition, the tract
with 2 L-60-14 Goodyear children. Call 4.37 4462.
wall-carpeting Enjoy
almost one acre,zonea202.06; thence North-along the arc of a curve to
Pensat,on, Blue. Cross-Blue white • letter
herein conveyed being a tract 50'
tires,
feet East and
$160.,
..peace
and quiet in this
Sheild
for-business
available.
,
901.587Call
$1-1-,500.
-%
HOUSE TO SHARE with a
Phone: 7531393.
the -right --369.89'; said curve. having a chord
West by-62.5 to 63.25 feet North and South, which
9502.
scenic location. Call
Weekends
Ivenrois Call
• • • mature adult woman, either
bearing North 4 degrees 07' 03" East 369.74';
professional woman, gra&
tract herein conueyed lies immediately North of
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
lee Kennon 436 1676
Today
for • Ap- PLADIES fiTigEOED FOR full
thence North 4 degrees 47' 42" East 167.84'; thenstudent or faculity. Neer
- and adjacent to the tract of land conveyedlo EdBud Nell 7S3 416/1
time and oart--tirne tern• FOR '71.LE:* 30"
pointment. Boyd-Maj-MSU and convenient to
Magic
ce North along the arc of -a curve to the right
Chef
perary sales positir5ils In gas range. Like
49rhe 753 $424
Pim 0
win Robinson:
ors Real Estate, 105 N.
new, $30. downtown. Call 753-6577
retail
197.38', said curve having a chord bearing North
Don Tricker 753 1930
starting Consider trade for electric,
store
For further information please call 753-1225
12th.
ffirough call 753-7450.
November
SECLUDED COUNTRY
10 degrees 59' 20" East 197.36':;-thence -Werth 20
,
753-1851
December.
Call
tivirs1 • ;Area-bedroom,
degrees 55' 46" East 209.31'; thence North 16
before 6 pm.
carpeted, Reasonable rent to
. Steve Zea, Resident Planner
degrees 23' 37" Fast 148.53'; thence North 16
responsible party. Boydsville
Used Furniture
W. A.Franklin, Chairman
Pomersviile area, Lail 1
in
degrees 46' 52" East. and still following said__
J
Used Appliances
Murray Planning Commission
355:2300.
right-of-way line 131 48' to the point of beginning.
Used TV's
36. RENT OR LEASE This tract contains 13.382 acres, but is subject to
Hodge & Son, Inc.
are being taken for a
any additional road right-of-way or easements .
' CJOE PAT JOHNSON am no
SPACIOUS
lee ACRE corner
205 So. 5th
longer resonsibie for any
which may be of record.
division manager. Aplot fox trailer between hwy 94
•
debts other than my own as
east and 280 near East
ply at Roses: Central
Finishers and Seamstress. Apply in per.of September 29, 1978
Elect/teen
,
/ School. Wooded
TRACT II: Beginning at a point where the West
Shopping Center. An
son
at:
west
area on
side of tot. Call
753 7405 after 5 pm.
right-of7way- line of U.S. Highway 1641 intersects
equal opportunity emFOR WATKINS Products,
the centerline of Bee creek; thence South 18ployer
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
degrees 46 52" West and following said right"-bf13th..
phone 753-3128.
Change oil for $1.00
Refrigerators
Pied
way.line 95.75'; thence South 16 degrees 23' 20"
Rent. All parts at
--5--$50.00 up; Used Stove,
-West 151.37% thence Siouth 12 degrees 44' 21I"
• Laundry
discount.
'Electric & Gas $25.00
NEED 3 REAL good reliable
West 215.96': thence South 3 degrees 19' 46" West part time people tO work in
upr Used Color Black
102.61'; thence South airing the arc of a curve to
bakery deIl Call 753-9616, for
& White TV,$50.00 up.
details ass for D(xt.
- the left 334.37, said curve having a chord
_
MURRAY_
_
FOR
SALE
- bearing South 9 degrees 22' 02": West 334.22';
JOB-MAINTTENANCE REPAIR
PART TIME stenographer,
753-1441
nonxign
FOR0 TRACTS
titre nice prefintisowl swe'sthence SOtith 4 degrees 24' 19" West and still
axceffir-it Satary. Send
Mini
153-1‘24
MaJorWorke
_
rCharacterlaUts
resume,
0.
to
elf
32
P.
Box
i's
B.
14,100
ear.
wend
following the West right-of-way line of U.S. High4,58 Syr:saner*,.
Ems
(1) heating and air-conditioning repair
Warehouse
.153-6952
Murray, Ky. 42971.
wars 64 *HOW owner. 11/111-:
759-W5
- way 4V1-209.68% thence North 3 degrees 49'
•
iaace
Storage Space
Plumbing repair .
-(2).
153-9332
LTD limeass. Power steering,
PART
TIME, take invers
lory
30" West along the Fast boundary of the Don
(3) electrical repair
sewer briers, radio, wire
For Rent
in local store. Cetts
,,
ef n
ry.
tract 1169.06' to the centerline of Bee
.1•4•41, eh, mike whiteerells •
- 14) carpentry and painting skins _
753-5131 - Write: phone number, ex. 17. VACUUM CLEANERS
753-4
Cree , thence North 89 degrees 47' 53" Fast and
Par lence to: ICC 1119, Box 304.
plus many ether •rtret Ds*
. (5) welding skills
ELECT/ZOLUX Sales and
Paramus. NJ 07652. '
Moo wile silver tootiolo roof,
following the centerline of said creek 278.31' to
Service in Paducah call 1,
ilisain
/594141
Seddt
JOB DUTIES
coavomov,
grey
'slow
lawrist.
••
Priced •
the point of beginning. This tract contains 3.968
MACHIWE 443 6469. In Murray Call Tony 38. PETS-3UPPLISS.
SEWING
Replaces, repairs and maintains various
,,,p4t for the lett if its kiwi.
mooroomeryns-eiso.
Operators. Sewing
ex
plumacres, but is subject to any additional road rightCur• .
- 153422
AK
C
REGrSTER*
Boxer
0
„king equipment such
tterieoce metered -but not
water and sewage lines,
Phone
of-way or easements which may be of record.
puppies, 4 weeks otd, have
Poises twAel . . 7511;SP
necessary full time. Apply 15. SEWING MACHINES
sinks, faucels, toilets, showers and pipes;
shots,
all
$75
each.
Carl
489355-2300
performs
Poplar.
CallowaY 481913.1
Stein
151-0919
Sm
eeti•--2321 or 449 2392. ,..
Aa
USe
LcEhine
zi
installation of same.
,
d zS
aisarldi
.
....
Deed Reference: Deed Enek 133.Page 345
Needing
•
_,,
15341EED
TELEPHONE SOLICITORS sewing
Fteolace, repairs and .rralintains
ismior
various pieces of
R E G I S•T E Fi et>
attachments. Sews rkk C
leant to Rea
75522111 • for elan Mills Studios, regular
electrical
We now have
Dachshund
equipment such as light fixtures,
perfect,
Fuitipuppies
each,
garerrted
fully
475
morning
evening
and
Shifts.
4i.
elecI,TED F. BILLINGTON,do hereby certify that I
Fester
,
trical outlets; switches and
12.65 an mmir at personnel cash price, $39.50 Payments 'Call 7.53 5852.
Love
Studio
appliances, hating and
....
am a Professional Engineer and Surveyor,
cam
be
arranged,
Perentieg
call
Grisham
Ruby
interview
151-5367
see
'air-conditioning units; performs
negatives: If you
installation and
at Regal s.isantel, Tuesday, Martha- Hopper 1 354 6521 or AIM . REGISTERED'
registered in compliance with the Laws of the •
brawl
'
489 1111
K eeshond puppies Pedigree,
write RI 5 Benton, Kt
riepair of.fire litartns."
r-)-t 3
pictures
hod
mode
.
'State of Kentucky, and thAt the above is a true
champion
blood
line
Call
Repairs arid replaces doors and
oteLore's during the I. Nails Anostmovs 493192.
19,-.PARM
androrreet descrIptlon of ttreland as surveyed.
windows; l'apatra
EQUIP
' --- - 7533
7Sn---__
751 075 or 753 9261
flogrs,
•
walls, furniture, door closers and
post
-.25
•
ydors. AVA,
t
locks;
F.
MAI•A‘14a..chaSgsecii,-.-1414411,LI - PuM41/16• -• 4I6.4 ,...-441140.1046014
1.6adaistatiperate.etsnoltaltevere..
con suppfy, y9u
reUISrenama4o
red. wor
1.Centucky Registered" Lind 4uUt•
s,uatatia„su
meci and first_ ..,
.
_00..
72, pull ty_torr_trici
Val
pe combine
TED
t 1965 ehot‘
Paliitinud fixtures worm,
buildings-maim and.,
TEti.
F. 0111.1. NG-TON, CONSUT.TI NG
1711 grain .bpd phone 4.4 tall Hopkinsv114. 1-686 5032.-.-.
equips
-Taint.
P_Att,..4.40c_h_4
--OARTER''.47"
.
11 1•--Rapalcsi-ILS:4114111.typeirof eqt.ipot,
AiCC-r
_11A,t7
tickicy
• PNOTOGRAPRIC
t.
04inTel ' SALARY OPEN ,
'air 3SE TRAILQR, two registered
Cen•
s
Rafe
p.m
-5
m
• iror further' inforrhation,1•ell 753-1225.'
,
CaIt Y330043 alter S
STORIO
ttscaltant condlton. OuPPies
CONTACr THE CALLOWAY COIINTY
tral stay/ling ,Center.
WA Franklin, Chairman
-SteVe tea
13M753•22411.Cali
BOARD
753-1211
TNIKEDGER
OF EDUC4TIOt4 OFFICE'AT 2110
.•
Resident Planner Murray Planning Commission
An Equal Opportunity
t'OLLEGE
We copy and reetsfortal3id , 4
1966
340
Internet twist
,MARE IN fool, 4 month Old
FARM ROAD or
PRONE 733-3033
TIMES
m&on ,p10 stallion
tractor, rueif 'noble. calialt mule,
Employer.
PhO fagegOIS.
•
.
--Call
elessemeenss
ft6-4331
eseseesnerk
nil
,
esainanewaimeoranweema
.
1
aeimmme
,

1

I

wi4.

MAR Ming
ARM iii
il 111111

an II

... COUNTY ME _ ,

WI

'
,ags.

4faii hIllS
heist .6° ii
lot. Central
herd
air,
tIveugltout,
kitchen with
garsgb.
. -alestissmo.41
iwatt. Mrs.
Natel-eiswi
bedroom Ito.
Hut keetrel
air. welt in

Milli
14 III
NI

s

illRIa

siding,

ond doe
31$3

A

Pi

4iet_I

BET 'YOU
never nevi,
bed roori)---hitin
location. Pr it
teens...Just y
to move in.(
JOBS REALT

ad 33 nip

II

a.•

2II

•••••,,

Gift

:t

• avskic

•

yo

REAL
75
wirit•toi
i Tix.
"5
r1

•

MQW

EN

WOODE
1,0T: 12
bane wit]
dition. 4 b

baths,

BONNIE'S

101

deal
an iefurr

one-quart
b:
rt
the
Right!on

'Real

One of
perien
PR151
biotite
CAM

•

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

1011

(Al replis

Positions to be filled CoirrOperator. Attendant,s, -Counter Clerks, Steam

FOR
SALE

BOWIOPS

& Clekers

If You
Need Them.:

pr

cellen
Saiati
experic

HELP WANTED-

APPLICATIONS

Toyana
Rent-A-Bay
° Call
753-4176

tone, Ii,

SOCIAL
CONCERNS

.

'""4"1:ft'7

•
Ja.firr, mand.sy
atrg4,-,Eriday.,.

1

••••

Qua

Mode
& Seryi

_

KY., LEDGER & TIMES, Monday,October 2, ire
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43. REAL ESTATE

43.-REAL ESTATE

49. USED CARS

'

54.,SERVICESOFFERED

:-..1.13. kERVICES OFFERED
,

53. SERVICES OFFERED

-

57. WANTED

57. WANTED

TATE
f

WANTEDNames,
BEFORE
WET
ceid CUSTOM COMBINING and FENCE SALES at Sears 100-200 ACRE row crop farm driest-FL- int or ma o'n
now.
Iilthin
Call
-Sears
20
for
miles
of
Murray,
753-2310
shelling.
weather,
white
soybean
rock
and
corn
regarding
and
descencianft
of
Purdom & Thurman
free estiknates for your "Good productive soit, house Frocia (Maier) ferpta, born,
grade driveways. We have Call 47j1-2384.
needs.
or
building
site
No
realtors
Insurance & Real Estate
an u.s ize limestone and peaCalloway Co., Ky,, 4-12 1873;
gra-Lief Free estimates. Call CEILING I N SL AT 11014 , • HAVING TROUBLE getting please. 753-5610.
married, Allen 'Farris 190.
. -.
t Squa e
soohs,d.
tra_ilor
Garrison,
alsoClifford
on- .....thOILIM_Akil_ lobs clone? For
753-5429 blown,
'teit_12? Children beheu0 _
**eery, Keels*, •
e-freer-VW e
bailie Sharp,'
----defrOShR1g. 'Fred's 7nsulaton all your odd job needs call •
TIMBER WANTED, We pay-"Floomasy Kelly, Coveta,
.
• Co_753-4368.
CLASSIC CONVERTABLE
7 57 3,8056. :
.______
._top.. prices -on standing Birdie. Preparing
1967 'Plymouth, Sport, Eur_y_ --BYARS- -11-810T-146-515-&-Seri. - _-_------_- - ---- -- Tie
logs
or - hiSto
General home remadeling, DO YOU need stumps HOME..REPAIRS:- Screen, . timber.
COntact Jane A.
Very good condition, $2200
yard
or
your
veneering, Call after 5-,
-trei Estate .3 IR -2- Ore
from.
er,
271
i I IM
siding, tam
removed
frainina, aluminum
ifoil7d, ..._
e,,. regular doors and windows,
, mare°
to tityyrps1_,,,,,
rooftrio. _caul,
gutters,
and
7P - 38152. /
tiara
isrpt
wow
bessaitifo
233474%‘""cl.m.s.
--4-hd-ea-dr"1".."1"..
up
t024"
fr66ei
remove
stumps
395-4967
or
can
1-362-48
9
5,,,..
power
electrical
1973 CHAR'GS..12,
plumbing and
Mitre
FOR SALE
IN. Cattail Or
leaving *Orli.. -Call 753-2501 after 5
steering, brakes, air, AMHOGGING, North below the ground,
BUSH
hardwood
floors
air,
BY OWNER
only sawdust and chipl.
$1600. Call 436cassetr,
FM
o
cith
Calloway
and
SMarshall
Iirepaolkowt, fireplace, islofil
Steve Shaw
pm.
S
estimate, K
-5366 after 7 prn.
County. Hurry before thee for-free
6 room- brick. house
env..
hitches aria doable eau°, 3
753-9490 or Bob
, • I NSULATION•BLOWN IN by
starts.
rainy
753-2418.
season
and 5 acres of land.
1972 CHEVROLET Impala,
41K14,
1111C NOW*'TENN--Sears, save --**----Abeie ..nigit_
1111Sycamore
_41.door, white Goer.green,
heattng--and cooling. bills.
alvariewirra.,HmanNamce free
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird 4341
7538101.753-7531
brakeseering,
power
call sears 753-2310 for free
installed,
screens
minor FOR ALL .Y__gur car
-borne. Ws,
ry
-i
$950. Ca I L7_53 6M.
reeair work by eliff Heegel, rooTiog, painting, and c r -•`• ---esttmates.
-.
.
_ Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps, laying neeos conlac
oe
-Lie
"
cF
Hasel-nowly remodeled 3
11
-----'
440
EI
ECTRICIAN
1967 DRAGSTER, has
Call 759-4878.Easley,
753r490117
Wirt do your
WHY PAY RENT? When you
liedroem house on corner lalta„
which is in excellent
ii pr.ompt, efficient service,
AM- can own this 3'bedroom brick engine
1200
SEAT
.
CARPET
C
LE
A
N
1
NG, ::
(1 11
t0bs
Ai,t
,N
. uAt. or.
condition. Automatic with
--call Ernest White,753-0605.
lies kestrel ges heat, control
PHITHEATRE. This is ideal home at art afforctagle price..., power ateering.„. nes wide . vibra-bac,k„ steam
dry._
„ ufett insulated, ohnoloam
forllitatre or _music group. GOOd name in quiet neigh- tires and +wheels,$901)--PhOrte--„_ cleaning-.. ,reter enc es .
_
_
753.___LzcsazsEp_p_i_EctaticLexhi__
ivith storm wimileps
dressing area off borhood with lovely
There is
'Reasonable---r-etes, free Pest econ-frol service, call
•
lent:10.0354-6217.
as 41644/.1°4m
'win d°
the targe stage, concession scaped yard. Backyard is
effimates. Call 759.4685 or iste. Kelly's-Termitel -Pest and
aid deoritPriced 16 sell.
-2_ 4^.
plumbing, heating and sewer
Confrot.
lighting
system,
2
area,
fenced and home is neat As a 1962 FORD V-8, automatic,4- -451-5816.
753-53
?Ai WOO
-cleaning.
C
all
752-7203.
.•• .
-_
additional
for pin throughout. All the work
lots
door, white with red interior.
CUSTOM LANDSCAPING. GUTTERING BY
developement or " parking. is already done for you, so
SEARS,
Car has 62,000 actual miles,-- Let us enhance your home Sears continuous
PIANO TUNING and repair.
gutters •
City-water in front.of theatre. don't let this opportunity sot Phone 354,6217.
With a personall!A designed installed
Call Joe Jackson aL,thuck's
• CEDARLING HILLS
CEDARLING HILLS per ,
your Music
Rustic in design and decor. pass. This is another choice z
plan. C4I1 759-1657,. specifications. Call
landscape
Center, 753-3682 or 753,
Sears
fiET YOU thought-you'd- Must
see
at
below new listing and is priced in,
Greenhouses. ,
ELITE, ps., pb.,
cedar homeFORD
Western
1975
Hutson
7149
after
6
pm,
/
Two
story
home
o6
753-2310 for free estimates.
never never find it. .2
replacement cost of $39,500. the low 30's. Phone.us right
air, vinyl top, -luttury trim,
all modern conhas
that
Western
irv-inrceiterrt- THE NELSON SHROA-T CO., away!
CAN'T GET those small jobs
Cedar
and
bedroorii----hdme•
KOPPERUD excellent condition.759 1759.
excellent
ROOFING,
location. Priced, in the low 'REALTORS. 759-1707.
around-the house or mobile GET YOUR order in for lime
-veniences for year,
REALTY;753-1222.
made for year around
home done? _Carpentry, early. We haul front Reeds, reference". Call 753-1486
teens...Just waiting for you
3:30 pm,
between/7
and
'am
living. Has
around
living.
Has
cathedral
painting,
,,plumbing,
to move in. Call LORETTA
Rivers.
Three
Fredonia, and
44. LOTS FOR SA
aluminum slain% patios, -Call 1-382-264.6. We also haul ask for- Shelley.
JOBS REALTQRS,953-1492.
bedrooms, modern kitf'
ceiling in 'living room
small -concrete jObS, call 436- -sand and rock. Evetts
TWO EXCE
NT lots-4n.RESPONSZELelLADY will
and balcony above. Has,
chen with built-ins, 2
2562 after 5 tam.
Trucking Co•,tynnville,Ky•
Keniana Subdivision, on,
babysit'anytime-try-my borne
large deck, kitchen with
baths; carpet, heat.
blacktop /road.Community
Call
1.901-247-5685.
or yours.
water
3,000 - $3,400.
built-ins, 2 baths, carpump for central bat &
TUCKER
DON CD
R
WATER WELLS. Smith
pet,
air. Good floor plan &
heat
pump,
Maple,
LTOR502
RE
Drilling Cit., 24 in. wells. Cell
large deck. Big brick
beautiful
brick
,r3r•ray. 753-43.42.
1.527-1836 after 5 p.m.
604 Seek 12th Street
fireplace & double
fireplace,
double
45. FARMS FOR _SALE _
WILL BABYS1T one or two
Phone(502)753-7114
/". BOYD-MAJORSali- garage:Nice!
garage.
Truly
unique.
•
Children in my home week
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Reward of $1,00B is hereby offered-to any
REAL ESTATE
40 ACRES of good land. 28
days. Call 753-7547.
teridable acres,some timber, -..---_person-ieteatint and--ret ' -the- three:.
153-8080
1978 BONNEVILLE, light
blue with light blue landau
top. Power brakes and .steering, AM-FM radio, two
a
do
tiv
orr,taround 100' miles, just
like new. Call 901-642-7761

Pupae. gerN

QuAqfpf

71468 -- 7538625

753-4451'

MAJe

. ESTATE
3:
1
0
F.
.
11.
0.wr
°mu Services
nendiy Touch"
For Its Self

RS

2--.
U4yer-

a1

Unit _upI apartment
both units
›orri, kitchen
h. Priced

Kt,
'oday. Boy
eat Estate,-

HOME. Brand
in Canterbury
,bdivison. This
•uly impress the
ticular
home
hree
large formal .. dining
Wood parquet
ending storage
1g walk-in closet
iectroom, lovely
fireplace and
e shelves. This
as all the extras,
I
substantially
acement cost.
oday-we would
eekeeti,ebau&Alels,--•-,,
home. KOP•
kL7Y,753-1222.

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR

Call
436-5560

GUY SPANN
REALTY

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

"PrOiessional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

502 Maple
753 4342

LAKE
12 x so mobile
0._
with 13 x

WOODED

Auction &
'ty Sales

51117 Atill17
Fti Lot -

,praiser

=thlton Tenn.

r.“

nith, Realtor .

dition-4 bedrooms,
rnL

diaing...rni.- kitchen.
e furniture. ThisAS
an ideal retreat nly
• e from
one-quarter
the lake., rice Is
Right! Aoyd-Majors
Real -Estate, 105 N.

1

.

large- ids • in
2
Panorama shores an
adjoining TVA "risk
view".$2,700-V,500.

Weehend: IL Evenings Cell
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Cud Nail 753 eget
Pam Ailevity 753 8624
Don Tucker 753 1930

TUCK ER Ca,I1753-0737 after,5 gm.
R
.
502 . Maple.
•
1978 RED roiinntiLA-Fir-e
, .
- Bird,.loaded with extras, 4000
o.e-. miles. Call 753-4984.
immED)ATE,,
\
CUPANCY. Quality built
With luxiiry features. Central 1971 TRIUMPH TR B, 42,000
miles. Excellent
actual
gas heat and electric air
condition. Ca41753-99,20. „.
Three
con 0 i t ion i ng .
baths,--...
.
two
bedrooms,
fireplace, loads of kitchen 1971 VW VAN. Many extras,
'
Call
759-)657.
cabinets. Near Murray- High, 51500,
.
804 Minerva. Call 753-0196 or
1971 VOLKSWAGON. Call 17331906.
527-84/5 after 31t30 p.m.
47. MOTORCYCLES
DONALD
REALTOR
753-4342.

One of Ohio's largest piinters has opening for experienced personnel in following'areas:
PRESS' Able to run o Gess Compunity Gad or lirhalf-

Salary commensurate with experience. Excellent fringe benefits. Send resume to previous
experience and salary history to:

GOWE PRINTING CO.
8.O., Medina, Ohio, 44256
Aft. Personnel.
(AI replies will be confidential).
„

-MAIO

ESTATE
-8080

EnaLServices
irridly Touch"
.vet,, loaded
uality.•
3
?bath,greitv/fireplace,
tat, wall-totting: Enjoy quiet in this
ation. Call
for • A p- p.
Boyd-Majstate, 105 N.

,-

PRINTING OPPORTUNITY

bonite press.
_ CAMERA STRIPPER • Experience to include
tone, line wort spot and four color stripping.

OFF ENTIRE STOCK

NEW COLLEGE SHOP

- orougnam,
Lti.,
1972 rog;.---k
AM- F A.47, stereo, power
window, air brakes and
steer ing,.$850. Call 753-6293.

cligmo
/ -ith baguettes,
diamonds, emerald cut
diamonds) which
with
/
sapphire
and star
in the vicinity of
misplaced
or
lost
MONTE
CARLO, love
were
1972
. mileage, exteitent conclitigh
September 17,
InnonSunday,
the•Holiday
call 753-8678.
'
' . 46 HOMES FOR SALE
asked
.
questrons
will_be
no
There
1971k
._11., -2-•-fiR- -FRAME -Rowse. City 1971 oLosmoisit.g, wood---- upon the return of
the
and
rings
these
753-9297
_licnits._,Recteparateci,A2LQQ0_ condition, $600. Call
.....-,.......-rewar_
afrer-Tinoon
dprorri tly. Please call
Call 753-0659.
wi e
7-933-2478 or locally _call 753=
- collect
. IN. 2969 OLDSMOBILE 98,
EXC'ELL ENT
VESTMENT, two bedroom, excellent condition. Call 7532633./
"one bath home located on N.,-,4660.-_____ '
16th street just 300 feet off
1 Hwy 121 BypaSS, lot almost 1972 PLYMOUTH-Valant, 2one acre. Zoned $11,509. door, air, good condition.

.frontage. Die-. house, log
smoke house'many nice
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky. Lake, New Concord area
Charles
B.
$26,000.
McCuiston 753-5124. • . ' '

753-7411

High in appeal
price! That best /
his new listing/
I miles froen
• Kentucky 4..alce.
'as designed with
Il-71wih
t -an
I eff' ient floor
t
oda y and be
this at, .
le. Priced in' the
me KOFFERLD
3-1222.

s,5.,

50. USED TRUCKS

1975 HONDA CB 500. Asking
$650, new tires and chain. 1959 CHEVROLET,
Good grain bed, good con- ,
Call 753-9097 after 6 pm.
dition, $1100. Call 753-9920. •i
11972 SL-350 Honda, $250. Call
1977 DODGE Van,6 cylinder,
-753 6293.
sharp. $5,260 firm. Ca14--7591973 YAMAHA 750, •wincl- - 4982.
ia.mmer, saddlebags,
-.luggage rack, back rest and 1968 ECONOLINE Van. Catt
. highway bar, $700. Call Rick; 753-0035,.or 753-5690.
Cherry 753-6502 or 762-2786,
1969 KYSER JEEP DJ-5, 2
extention 23.
wfieel drive, automatic,
excellent shape, 26,000 actual
411. AUTO.SERVICE
miles. Call 436-237,2.
-FOR ALL YOUR Four-Wheel
drive repair, see 0. C. 1959 WiLLYS Jeep, excellent
Kimbro at Kimbros Garage, conditi*---$1,250. • Call 753
RI 5, Murray Ky. General 9817 effete pm.
auto repair. Call 436-5524.
52. BOATS & MOTORS

/
Well located grocery WO S. 4th Street. Now doing excelhi't
, business. Owner %mad like to retire. $5188 sq. ft. of usable
businessspice. Lwing quarters, apt. rental, rental clean lip Shop,
'
1135.000 owner vs iii4tnance 25 yearS at 79

MILLER
REAL ESTATE
S.

..,„1,9603 125 HP. Meecury motor.
Excellent _crinditon, low
hours, $875. Call. 753-0609
after
5pm.
miles, automatic, 8 cly.
power steering and brakes.
1975 OUCITA BASS boat,
Call 753-5469 after 5 pm.
1978 motor, _depth finder,
1969 BUICK, automatic, air, must sell. Late season price,
Call 753-9349..

214 IsL 15th Street

-

HOUSE & 2.5 ACRES
27.5 ACRE FARM HOUSE & 1.5 ACRE
2 ACRE COMMERCIAL LOT
MOBILE HOME

CLAUDE L.

you have a farmers home adrpn. loan.

2411aat Pfscuuss_
753-5064 - 753-8298

511,i Main 153-5064 Murray. Ky.
Claud" L Miller Broker 753-3059"
Serald Carter Salesmen 153-8298

E P A

CERTIFIED

KELLEY'S

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
100 South 13th Street
muRRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Phone 753.3914
ROACHES-SILVERFISH-SHRUBS

MA T104.4

PEST/ CONTROL
Assocuticle,

49. user)CARS

•
1-9715 • BuiCK-CENTURY
. -Lerida° c-ebbeiLmeooLzrerual

Rain or Shine
LOCATION:,Murray, Kelly*.(See directions below).

RORNBTICKLE BARBER SHOP
209
/alnut Street
NEW OFFICE NOOKS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

Closed All Day Wed.
-- .Saturday 7;30 til 5:00

PRICE NAIR DP 51.50
7i5P*
3 48
1C1
13511A1f1 51.23
for Hospital 8. House Cells Phone'

TRACT NO. 1 • HOUSE & 2.5 ACRES, TO BE SOLD

AT 11:00 A.M., LOTE0 9 MIttS

EAST OF MURRAY ON HIGHWAY 94, 246 MILES SOUTH OF KENtAKE STATE PARK.
This tract is improved With -a 2,800 sq.. ft. modern ranch -home which has 4
bedrooms. extra large family room( living morn, kitchen. 2 baths, large utility room,
pantry, enclosed back porch, ark4 t 2 car garage. It has a wood-burning fireplace,
electric heat, hardwood floors, storm winflows and door, and water is furnished by a
well. Other improvevents on this tract include a 15'00' summer,house with Plumbing- and electric .ffht, a -modern smoke house-and outside storage, This well-landscaped, shaded acreage has 440 feet-frontage onliighway.14
t7 ACRES. TO-13t-SetryAT
M-.-tOCATMAM
NO 1. This tract has approximately 600 feet froptage bn Highway 94.it lays Level ,
and is practically all tillable, presently in CuftiyatIOn. There are several nice building
sites fronting the highway. Due to the close proximity of ttfe lake area, and the short
distance from Murray--this property definitely has subdivision potential, or is and
ideal gentleman's farm.

-----

tee
ice

-11
ie
0

ED

(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
' the paper and save for handy reference). .

wrator. AtI, Steam
PlY in per-

-

753-31,34

Ohio Valley Real Estate

753-6177

1301 Chestnut-Murray,Ky.

753-1621

various plumsewage lines,
pes; performs

Carrier

'Chimney Sweeping
the fine old

Ky.42301

'

Poison

Quality Service •
Company
"Hoot Pump
Specialists
Modern Skeet Metal
& Service

Departments.

153-9290

rious pieces of
Fixtures, elecs, hating and

Control
Center

753-7588
willow num

Radio Cab

laLs-sutas
pow

totscriTs

-

Free

TAXI CAB

Termite Inspection
Fite-% Roaches,
•:Silver Fish &Shrubs

:-.41111"01

44414 kin1417-

Company

dows, tepidly
's and locks;
lees.

*Refinishing 8 Repairs
•Custorn Built Furniture
*Amigo,Bross Hcirdieittra- *C us torn &Mt Kitchen
CobirSe.ts

492-8837

Business
- 759 487f1

itallation and

NTY BOARD
0 COLLEGE

101 West 9th, Owensboro

PHONE
502-685-4961

WORKER

air

- BARKLEY LAKE
' Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge -utility room, 2
firerilaces, fully carpeted; kitchen with'
built-ins, large lot.- Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interegt. Price
$110,000.

24 Hour 'Wrecker Service

.7 pays trYnottle----•

TIRCTS I AND I-A WILLIE SOLD SEPARATELY AND
-;
THEN OFFERED AA COMBINATION

TRACT NO. 2

HOUSE AND 1.5-ACRES.COMMERCIAL LOCATION. TO BE SOLD AT
10 00 AM . LOCATED 3 MILES EAST OF MURRAY ON HIGHWAY 94. This tract is improved with a 4 room and bath frame *se which would be suitable for a residence
or offices. There is also a garage and outside storage Thio tractftonts Highway 94
201 fee on the North boundary. and Highway 280 189 feet on the South boundary. This makes for an ideal location for many highway businesses_ It lays level and
IS well-drained.. with City water and electricity to site
TRACT NO. 3 • 2 ACRE COMMEItClACLQI,. TO BE SOLD AT 10- 30 A H, LOCATED 3
MILES EAST OF MURRAY ON HIGHWAY 280. This tract has 207 5 feet frontage on
Highway 280. lays level, and is well-drained It is improved with a 24x30' concrete
block,building with concrete-hoof--overhead 'door, electricity and water This
building would be ideal for small auto clean-up shop or various other business enterprises There is also a hook-up for a mobile home110$111 NONE TO BLSOLD_AT 045 . A LOCATED ON TRAG•T N0:3- 12'60'
Homette Mobile Home in good condition with gas heat. Petialli Tbet1
TRACTS 2 AND 3 AND NOIRE NONE RE DE SOLD SEPARATIIT AND •
THEN OFFER/DIN VARIOUS CONRINATIONS

38 L_ ,i/clous Breakfast solections and20 Kinds of fine im- ported tea make 58 good
.0
roosoris farL4
bc_Y.0
Place'
nufn4er 1Break f

TERNS Real [stale 10% down day. of sale. balance oe delivery of deed
OWNERS.[slate of Odd Wittlews
-
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Mathes and See Williams, Co-Asheienstraltin

6. Or. Shelimi

-100.S.-135beSt,-..,

titatiesW
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7534952
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Negotiations Oa Mideast Peace
Treaty To Begin On October 12
By The Associated Press '
Negotiations to ..complete t he
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty,'outlined
in the Camp David summit accords last
month, are reported set to begin in
Washington on Oct. 12. And Egyptian
President Anwar &Wet said today
President Carter willgo to Cairnfor the
signing of the treaty.
Egyptian government sources
confirmed reports in Israel and Cairo
that Washington had been chosen as the
site for the talks rather than the
location proposed by Egypt, the Suez

•

Robert B .Bobi Morris,
father- if Mrs. Plomer.
• -4•Botibiel Futrell of:Murray,
died this morning at 8-30 at
the Henry__ county General
Paris,--Tenn. He was
82 years of age.
Mr. Morris, a resident of
Route Two,Springy tile, Tenn.,
was married to the former
Luna Vera Salmon in 1911 and
she died in 1930. Born March
22, 1896, near Buchanan,
• Term., he was the _son of the
Late Charles Thomas Morris
' and Octave Houston Morris.
-) "The *eased waa a
member of the Poplar trove
-.4=Costinued__From
United Methodist Church, a
-•
The
outpouring 'of affectionate grid
retired emplos*. e (lithe L. &
Extraordinarily agile. the tree kang-aros tif"Ne-w-Guinea-is
KANGAROO
TREE
was
attributed
to tffe brevity of John
•
Railroad, _a- _veteran. of
N
• fin feet down to an adjacent tree aori!•0 feet to the wound WWI .0_i#
Paill'i34-day reign,cut short by heart
capa-b- 4;
Wu1d Wart, and a lurin
attack in his bed Thursday night; to the
injury, their long. furred tails acting.as balancers and bracers.Some Ai the five species
- the American Legion.
infectious grin and laughter with which
of tree-kangaroos that inhabit the world's largest island are among the strange forms
Survivors include two
he
Wildlife
respondectm-freqUehtly, and to theof
wildlife
that
enrichtheAudubon
entitled
"Papua
New
Guinea:
Twilight
daughters. Mrs. Plomer •
.• •
informality and humility that were
-to Eder" to be presented at Murray State University Thursday evening Oct. 5. •
Futrell, 405 South Ninth
_
characteristic of his brief pontificate.
Street, Murray, and Mrs.
"He won tDe/Iove of the faithful as the
Nolen (Carleen) Wirnberley,
smiling
pope, openhearted to all, to
Springville, Tenn..,, one son,
.
Venetian gondoliers as,. well as to
Morris,
Tallula,
Ill.;
Bryan
.
diplomats officiating around him," said
and to bring their findings wildlife films.
two sisters, Mrs. Ruth Osbron
"Papua New Guinea:
Hungarian Cardinal Laszlo Lekai at a
on
His
wife
Nell
Nance,
joinid.
him
and Mrs.
on the.
• Budapest.
back
filmTwillght of Eden"'is the title
Mass
in
-...•
The people of the area are lecture platform severai Year* ---•.Puryear, Tenn.; _ eight of the National Audubon
_
l
'Everyone
wants a pastoratpope like
mainly subsistence farmers, ago. Her interest in wildlife ,
grandchildren.
Society program to be
the
one
who
just
passed away, a pope
The funeral will be held presented Thursday evening, reaping nieager- harvests' 'photography logically sterns _
a
language
everyone uswho
-speaks
jungle
from
..
the
steep
Tuesday at two p.m. at the Oct. 5, at Murray State
graduate studies in
derstands,"
said
Cardinal
Timothy
hillsides. Many continue to animal ecology and behavior..
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral University as the first 'of a
arrival
from
Los
Manningon
'
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arrow.
hunt
.iith-.
bow
and
Dates
, speak"-", d t '
Home, Paris, Tenn, with the seria3' of--live lecture-films •
Angeles.
"I
believe
there
are
many
who
or other upcoming lectureRev. Barry Scott. officiating. scheduled during the 1978-79. They know their land iniii _tjw 4erie4,duriw.„_. - possess such a quality."
tirnately, use it well, LIS are
Burial will follow in the Mt. school year.
'
"---"We plitatir Mist Int?* Fr*spit toye
'hr
ecological
makeup.
:
its
of
.....--Zion Cemetery.
Part
- To begin at 7 p.m. in the
Friends_mis_ Call at diii- -stadfoo cainer.-zadnoriam. _ Ceremonial dances called - - Wednesday,. Nov. 29 , . inspire all of us reunited in the conclave
and in the prayers of all the faithful that
tionie.
*
the presentation by; - the Sing-Sings,",- a -- printipal Denriii-Holt,'Diteferalitee - we may find anottiergreat pastor and
_ _ _ __I ____,Itemakaw_and
Lifitit._
are.
_ recreation of these people,
Land of trembling Earth."
husband-wife team of
Greg
wedaesaay,-Jan_ 47 _ - leader ar the church" Mid Cardinal
a___common occurrenc.e_ Tki
13-o-siOn..
men, wear
elaborate_ James Hammond,"msdheur. Humberto Medeiros
McMillan iasponsuied by the
Cardinal Giovanni Benelli, the -181ia
1
headdresses
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"
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Department- of Biological -..__....
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.
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i feathers. and skins of as Mountain."•
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another-pastorat-pope--rathermany
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aspossible.Tuesday,
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13 Miller was held Sunday at tit° public at no charge. ..
than
a
veteran
of the Vatican Curia was
-- Insects shown in the film Charles -Hotchkiss,"Return to
A full-length motion'picture
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
"the priority of priorities."
Why
indicated
biologists
the
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Churchill Funeral Home with (approximately '90- Minutes), believe the -jungle to be the
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adapted
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-SmallWorld."
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new
to
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a
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Oct. 14.
"faces" on their backs, foot- - - one
•
Orr, James Lee Harmon, world's largest island and
In
Washington,
the
White
House
threeleafmimic
insects.
,,,,)Ing
Nobs Carraway, and Joe Pat of the most primitive nations
announced that Lillian_ Carter, the
rhinocerodebeetles with. ....n..,
inch
...
_
..
.
earth
---Carraway. Burial was in the bb
president's mother, would" head the
They, along with John Taft-- their impenetrable .armor,
Murray City Cemetery.
U.S. &legation to/the funeral.
preying rnarrticis ,more than . Portions 'of Murray were
on
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people,
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other
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noon
Friday It -12:20-pin. at the a 1974 expedition into Papua
Rosalynn, to the ¶jsIeral of p_opc Paul
that use :secretions of., their
the
eastern
New
Guinea
Murray-Calloway County
VI on Aug 1.2.
4.7.ae to, sew ap their leaf transformer • on 18th Street
Hospital. Her husband, portion of the iSland) to ex,
•
nests, and weevils with gar- near the "old" Murray Moose
people,
its
plore
its
wildlife,
Gentry Miller, died April 9,
MIMS /
Lodge.
dens
on
their
backs.
1928.Shtseas a member of the and its-- lush tropical...nature
..
__Papua New Guinea teams • According to a spokesman
First United Methodist ,
with many other forms of life for Murray Fire Department,
- Church. Born June 24, 1887, in OrAa1110410011--'
as well, as documented in the the fire occurred about 11_30
Calloway_ County, stbe was the
.
.
fam -spiders large enough to a.m. Sunday. The spokesman
daughter of the late Henry
capture and devour small said the fire Was probablyHarmon Miller and Viola,
birds, predatory lizards living caused by . a blown fu .
Hood Miller.
in the trees, spiny anteaters. Damage was minimal and/the
. Survivors include two sow
. one.°Lille world's two egg- fire . was out shortly/after-,' •- - .
Henr•y Gene Miller, MurHal E. Houston Jr.. of -laying mammals, and the arriVal,the spokesmaitsaicL......
freesboro, Tenn., and Edwin
has been promoted. fascinating tree kangaroo.
Murray
Graves Miller, Texas; one
McMillan's introduction to
brother, R. M. Miller, from the rank of major to lecturing came at age 14 when
•'"
lieutenant
colonel
in
the
. .
Paducah,formerly of Murray.
. Medical Corps - of - AM* Ten- he ,layAudubon
performance,. He . has since
nesaee Army National Guard.
Joyce
embarked
on a filming career
A4-yeaold inmate from
.
State Adjutant Gen. Carl D.
remote Murray _ serving a 17-yezir
him.to
taken
has
that
Wallace made the promotion
corners of the world. Upon sentence is in stable condition
on May 8.-returning,
he has produced a in Louisville General Hospital
rec
,
eived-,Miss Joyce Fay Kendall
Houston'
Lt. Col.
number
of outstanding after being stabbed Sundaydied Thursday afternoon at his new insignia of rank from
morning in a prison/iermitory
the ui raj,Jean-I:sway
unt). -1;t.-Cot. Richard S:Krbsetekt
at La Grange. -.
Hospital. She was 33 years of commander of the 230th
The inmate, Harry Davis,
age and her death followed a Medical Battalion. in Nash•was listed in stable condition
lengthy illness.
ville, who praised the newly
at. the hospital following
▪ Among the survivors are promoted guardsman for his
surgery. He was taken to the
her mother,Mrs. Addie Henry outstanding contribution in
Kendall of Puryear, Tenn.
the Army National Guard as
Two-way traffic began hospital by La Grange Fire Bill
The funeral wos held an internist in the 661st Sunday on the Cairo Bridge and Rescue Squad after being
Sunday at two p.m. at the Medical
Detachment and is scheduled to continue examined at the prison inUnion Grove Baptist Church (General Dispensary.
until March, when con- firmary.
Davis • was found by reforwith burial in the church..
A member of the Medical struction on the bridge will
matory guards after they
cemetery. The Williams and Corps_since 1963, Col. Houston . begin again:Rawls Funeral Home of Paris, has served with the 230th
Construction on the bridge heard a yell for help,
Tenn., was in charge 'of the Medical Battalion in Nashville -repairs is about one year Associate Superintendent Jimarrangements.
since January 1978. He -is behind schedule, acccording Stephens said. The stabbing
currently enrolled -in the U. S. to officials, but the work is apparently followed an
Army Command and General about 65 percent completed. argument,the official said.
Stephens said state pollee
Staff College (non-resident). • Construction and repair will
• A graduate • 9f Mayo continue under the 50-year-old are investigating the incident
Graduate School, Col. Houston bridge for the next six or and six prisoners are being
has
published
several --seven Weeks, but this will not questioned. He said two
Route_5,- Murray, youth
•
homemade knives were scientific articles and has. hinder the flow of traffic.
was transferred to Lourdes
discovered in a dormitory
served with-houuw.....in both
A
spokesman
for
Ruby
Hospital, Paducah,for further
medical and community Construction Co., the corn- trash can.
treatment early Saturday
Davis, who had been at the
project's'.
pany responsible for the
after the motorcycle he was
reformatory
since Dec. 12,
•
repairs, reports- that the date
riding collided with a parked
was serving a 17-year sen.set
for
completion
is
August
car near Cherry Corner.
County Officials
tence for armed robbery, .
- Accoating to Calloway
County Sheriff's Department,
- injured, was Gene Thartnan,
A
Murray.
5,
_Route
•
spokesman for -MurrayA Calloway County Sheriff's
4. Calloway-COlinty Hospital said
Department investigation 7-today -that'Murtha sustained continue*
today into a
iri,ifetuee-d-right femur in the -weekend-- burglary and van•
accident. dalism case tfiat left from
Thunman collided with an . P004500 worth of windgwk
auto belonging . to 'Hubert brokep at Calloway County
1,0C SAY5
Donielson, 29, Route 2, Hazel, High School:
BE GOoc> ,e5 NEW,
UNCLE DAVf.
who had gotten- the Vehicle
A spokeiman for the
stuck when he attempted to sheriff's department said
beck out of a ,driveway. today a person or 'Vedas
Aathorities said Donielson broke into the echoed on
trotioneci the eot.o_ to so find. Co--
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history as one of the great leaders who
The sources said the shift would
the face of history 'from bitchanged
facilate participation by American
terness to love and from wars to
officials in the negotiations to end
peace," Sadat said, adding the talks
formally 30 years of hostilities between
could not have succeeded without
Egypt and Israel.
:
.
Carter's ''perseverence.'
The Israeli Parliament re-moved the
last barrier to further peace
He also attacked_Arab critics ef_tife
negotiations last Thursday when it
agreements
and invited them to loin th
aceords
Ua
CiaVid
ratified theCiirip
agreed to Egyptian President Anwar-- :peace talks with Israel if they think
they can do better. •
-Sadat's demand that Israel withdraw
its 4,000 Jewish settlers from 18 out"This is what Egypt was able to do at'
posts it established in tie Sinai Desert.
do not claim to have
this-stage
In Cairo, Sadat made the anreached a comprehensive settlement,
notineenleni rg the Carter trip while
but we have prepared the road toward a
addressing his parliameal on the Camp
comprehensive settlement," Sadat
David accrirds.
said.
-President Carter will go down in

Research studies' cited by a noted -Aging studies are being conducted
biochemist Thursday at Murray State . primarily on- not monekys, not mice.
University indicate that a careful
: but mosquitoes. Lang explained that
restriction of nutrition may provide,'
the research needs short-lived animals
some control of both the aging process
and "we can havean old Mosquito in 30
and the incidence of cancvr--days."
Dr. Calvin Lang, a staff member and
Researchert can manipulate things
researcher in nutritional biochemistry
such as nuiritional changes, Lang said,
at the University of Lonisville Medical
to see what makes the mosquitoes live
School for the past 19 years, said furlonger`and better. They have found that
ther study is needed to determine how
enzyme and protein changes occur in
much to restric.1 nutritional intake.
the latter part of the life span. Mice
"No complete answers are available
were then used to 'confirm the findings.
now," tie cautioned,'"but we -do haveki,
Lang said the mosquito may seem an
some verS, goad hints and some
unlikely experimental subject to some
directions to go with our
ex- 4)-99P1,e. but ."the inner,.workings are
periments in order to find answers than
much the same as in man."
man can- USe effectively."
He said some chemical compounds
Lang, who also served for about 10
have recently been tested on the
years on the staff of Johns Hopkins
mosquito which extend its life by 25
University in Baltimore, was on the-: -L-percent. More study will, be neecleCtocampus to speak..killowing the in.
determine whether tit,compounds will
staliation banquet for a new chapter of
yield the same results on other animals.
Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research - The prospect of controlling both
Society of ?forth America.
aging and cancer by nutritional
He saki the nutritional restriction to
restriction, Lang emphasized, "falls
control aging seems to be in the protein
within the, realm of preventive
component and added that "cancer
medicine - and it is much better to
May also be a protein 'problem - we
prevent any health problem than
don-f- iow
- bat nevertheless
--merely-to seek and apply a-treatment."
the incidence of tumori IS drastically
But he warned against people trying
reduced when nutritional intake is
to cut back oh nutritional intake without
restricted in animals."
- more information.
Why? .
"Adequate nutrition is still 4ssen.don'citnow that - but we ,are
tial," he said. "Orit4:10aelhave more
beginning lane some effort by cancer
scientific data,I would not want anyone
researchers,- for . instance, to Study
to try to interpret our findings for
nutritionaadits effects,"-Lang pointed
themselves."
out.
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